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ABSTRACT 
A presentation of the formation and properties of the 
positronium atom are given i n the early part of the thesis 
from a more or less historical viewpoint. 
This i s followed by the major part of the thesis dealing 
with the scattering of orthopositronium by helium atoms i n two 
approximations. 
The f i r s t is the static approximation including exchange 
and the elastic scattering cross sections and the corresponding 
phase shifts are calculated. The second calculation allows for 
the long range van der Waal's forces acting between the neutral 
atoms. The evaluation of the long range potential i n the 
adiabatic approximation using a Rayleigh-Ritz method is pres-
ented and the elastic cross sections and phase shifts are re-
computed with the potential included i n the analysis. L i t t l e 
difference is-found-in the values from the-two-approximations -
except at very low energies. 
A survey is presented of the quenching phenomena exhibited 
by positronium i n gases and the quenching of orthopositronium 
i n helium i s studied i n detail. 
Measurements of the quenching rate of orthopositronium i n 
helium determine the parameter H+fo. » the effective number 
of electrons per atom i n a singlet state relative to the 
positron. This number may be calculated from the wave function 
for the orthopositronium-helium atom system. Since we have 
computed this wave-function i n two approximations for the 
scattering problem we have uti l i s e d the results to calculate 
ijLft • At thermal energies we find = 0.037 and 4 ^ 
= 0.048 in the static exchange case and long range polarisation 
case respectively. These results are considerably smaller than 
the most recent,measured values of -^^ ff "N* 0 - 1 _ 0 -25 , 
and the possible reasons for the discrepancy are discussed. 
The presence of 3Li?esonance i n positron-atom scattering can 
be viewed as the attachment of a positron to the atom or as 
the binding of a positronium atom to the positive ion. The 
process is l i k e l y to be important i n various scattering problems 
and the simplest case, that of positron attachment to a hydro-
gen atom, is considered here. 
The method used is that of the projection operator i n 
conjunction with a Rayleigh-Ritz variational technique. 
The evidence for a positron-hydrogen atom bound state i s 
presented as a result of the calculation and comparison made 
with the results of other workers. 
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C H A P T E R 1 
P 0 S I T R 0 N I U M-
1 . 
Introduction 
The Schrodinger wave equation i s applicable to studies of 
systems of particles i n cases where the velocities involved are 
negligible compared with the velocity of l i g h t . Using the 
special theory of Relativity and a modification of the wave 
equation, (Dirac, 1930) predicted both positive and negative 
energy solutions for the case of a free electron. The negative 
energy case corresponds to a positive energy solution i n which 
the electron has a positive charge instead of a negative one. 
The positively charged electron was called a positron. I t was 
postulated that a l l the negative energy states were normally 
occupied by electrons, and a positron appeared as a 'hole' i n 
the negative region when an electron made a transition to a 
positive energy level. Two years later (Anderson, 1932) detect-
ed the positron i n a cloud chamber experiment. The charge 
to mass ratio was measured and found to have the same absolute 
value as that of the electron,(Thibaud, 1933) . Later more 
accurate estiSiatiohs" conf,irme"d_thi"s "fact." "The" possible" "exist-
ence of a bound state of the electron and positron was postul-
ated by (Mohorovicic;, 1934) , and (Ruark, 1945) gave the name 
Positronium to this system. The atom of positronium was 
calculated to have an ionization potential of 6.77 ev. Certain 
other polyelectron structures were also found to be stable, the 
system of two positrons and an electron, two electrons and a 
positron, and the positronium molecule (Hylleraas, 1947) , 
(Hylleraas and Ore, 1947) and (Wheeler, 1946) . The lifetimes 
of these l a t t e r , however, were negligibly small compared to 
that of positronium i t s e l f . 
Annihilation 
Since electromagnetic radiation can excite an electron from 
a negative energy state to one of positive energy i n the phen-
omenon of pair creation, we must also consider the reverse 
effect,i.e. the electron colliding with a positron and making 
a radiative transition to the unoccupied negative energy level. 
I f E . +• and £ _ are the t o t a l energies of each particle and /vrv. 
their masses,' then the energy of the emitted radiation w i l l be, 
E y - E - +- E"+. + \t\ cx 
In the absence of external fields at least two quanta of 
radiation must be emitted to conserve momentum. I f the magnitude 
of £_ and are small the two quanta emitted i n opposite 
directions i n the centre of_mass system w i l l eachjiave an energy 
of about 'a0.51 Mev. This characteristic radiation was 
observed soon after the discovery of the positron by (Thibaud, 
1933) and (Curie and Jol i o t , 1933) . The two quanta emission i n 
predominantly opposite directions was demonstrated by (Klemperer, 
1934) . 
The two quantum annihilation is allowed only for a pair 
state of complete spherical symmetry. This means that the two 
particles meet with zero orbital angular momentum, i.e. head on 
and with their spins antiparallel. Quantum mechanically the 
pair can be in-close proximity only i n two states; with their 
spins antiparallel i n a singlet state, or parallel i n a t r i p l e t 
state. In the case of a head on collision i n the t r i p l e t state 
the selection rules, (Deutsch, 1953) , show that three quanta are 
produced, coplaner i n the centre of mass coordinates with an 
energy sum of 1.022 Mev and a s t a t i s t i c a l l y distributed indiv-
idual energy shown i n figure 1 , (Ore and Powell, 19^9) • The line 
spectrum at 0 . 5 1 Mev for the singlet, two quantum annihilation 
is shown also for comparison. 
F I Or O ft. E I 
4 . 
The two cases of annihilation described are the only ones of 
importance. The probability of a t r i p l e t event is only I / l u . o 
that of a singlet event. The smallness of the t r i p l e t annihil-
ation probability and the corresponding longer lifetime of the 
t r i p l e t state, is an important feature i n the study of posit-
ronium as we w i l l show. Suppose now that a positron i n a gas 
nm eoe "1 /~\r\c om ol-onvT ft onf W M n Civtrl •Prwrnnc r>r\c? T fvirwri 1 im TUno 
positronium atom is held i n dynamic equilibrium by a balance of 
electrostatic attraction of the two particles and the opposing 
force due to their rotary motion. The atom is formed i n either 
the t r i p l e t or singlet state, s t a t i s t i c a l arguments showing 
that the t r i p l e t is three times as l i k e l y as the singlet state. 
The two particles eventually suffer mutual annihilation 
and exhibit a predictable mean l i f e . The mode of decay depends 
on the state they are i n as discussed already. The lifetime of 
the singlet state i s 1.25 x 10 1 0 seconds and the t r i p l e t l i f e -
time i s 1.4 x 10 seconds. Because of the long lifetime of 
t r i p l e t or orthopositronium, most of the work to date has been 
directed to i t s particular study. 
The evaluation of the various lifetimes is discussed by 
(De Benedetti, 1956) , .and (De Benedetti and Corben, 195^) -
Positrons i n Gases 
At the present time i t is s t i l l impossible to obtain a clear 
picture i n theory or experiment as to the history of a positron 
i n passing through a gas, and only a broad outline can be given. 
5. 
The usual source is U | \ / e u , emitting positrons of maximum 
energy 0.54 MeV which enter the gas and eventually f a l l to 
thermal energies of about 0.025 ev. 
As the emits a positron i t decays to ""l^e. i n an 
excited state which then decays to the ground state i n 10~1"I'sec, 
emitting a photon of 1.28 MeV. This gives the indication to 
the experimentalist of the b i r t h of the positron; the resulting 
annihilation radiation gives the subsequent death. 
The important process of thermalization has been considered 
by (Massey and Mohr, 1954) and (Tao et a l . , 1963). As an 
indication of the processes involved we w i l l consider the fate 
of positrons i n argon gas. 
The positrons undergo many reactions and the result is a 
composite lifetime for the annihilation depending on various 
components each indicating a particular process. The times have 
been estimated and we give a table i n figure 2, indicating 
the processes for positrons i n argon at a pressure of one 
atmosphere. 
We can see that the positron f i r s t loses energy very quickly 
by inelastic collisions that cause ionization and excitation of 
argon atoms. On reaching the f i r s t ionization energy of argon, 
£ • the positron can form positronium by extracting 
an electron from the atom. An estimated 30% of a l l the ps-sitrons 
w i l l form positronium. Alternatively the> *• / 
Energy (ev) Slowing Mechanism Time (ri sec.) Process 
Inelastic collision 
dominates 
500 
Inelastic and elastic 
^ = 15.8 ? 
collisions comparable 
= 11.6 
Elastic collisions only 
£ * r = 3.0 
90 
12 
Elastic collisions only 
0.9 
Elastic collisions only 
1 . Slowing down 
2 . Other loss 
negligible 
1 . Slowing down 
2. Small, annihil-
ation_loss 
1 . Ps formation 
2 . Free annihilation 
3. Slowing down 
1 . Ps formation 
2 . Small freeannihi-
lation 
3. Slowing down 
1 . Slowing down 
2 . Compound form-
276 ation 
3. Eventual free 
annihilation 
1 . Slowing down 
2 . Compound form-
Long ation 
3. Eventual free 
annihilation, _ 
FIGURE 2 
6. 
positron can slow down by excitation of the argon or by elastic 
collisions. is the threshold below which positronium 
cannot be formed and is equal to the E«1«T^  minus the posit-
tronium binding energy, 6.8 ev. 
Above E«<w. inelastic collisions predominate since they 
put less restriction on the subsequent electron velocity than 
does positronium formation. Even i f positroriium is formed from 
a fast moving positron i t w i l l soon break up i n subsequent 
collisions due to i t s excess energy. Excitation levels such as 
E***. « I I ' t w j t n e f i r s t excitation level of argon, w i l l 
compete i n the region between and E ^ . Most of 
the positronium formation then, occurs with positrons that have 
been reduced by a f i n a l inelastic collision to the energy region 
between £xLr and E^KA. the so-called, 'Ore gap'. 
For some gases reasonable confirmation of the above theory 
has been found, (Deutsch 1953), (Pond, 1952), (Gittelman and 
Deutsch, 1956). Detailed calculations have been attempted on 
atomic and molecular hydrogen, (Massey and Mohr, 195*0 and "(Mofir^ 
1955), and helium (Lee Chang, 1957, 1958). 
In figure 3, we show the position of the Ore gap for 
various rare gases. I f the formation probability of positronium 
i s ^ then we can define i t as lying between the l i m i t s , (Green, 
1966), 
7. 
Experimental estimates of ^  for some gases are within or 
near the limits predicted, (Pond, 1952). The formation fraction 
^ is influenced by magnetic and electric fields. A static 
electric f i e l d produces an increase i n positronium formation, 
(Deutsch, 1953), and (Deutsch and Brown, 1952). The theory is 
that positrons which f a l l below the formation threshold for 
positronium are accelerated by the f i e l d back into the Ore gap 
and are then capable of forming positronium again. 
LAS) « 
-LO 
FIGURE 3 
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The electric f i e l d effect has been studied i n detail, (Teutsch 
8. 
and Hughes, 1956), (Marder et a l , 1956), for many gases and the 
acceleration effect is supported except i n those gases where 
competition from low lying excitation levels of the gaseous 
atoms occur. 
Recent work of a theoretical nature on positronium form-
ation i n gases has concentrated on hydrogen andihydrogenlike 
atoms. An advance on earlier calculations was made by (Cheshire, 
1964) using a version of the impulse approximation, the results 
being within a factor of 2 of the Born approximation results. 
(Bransden and Jundi, 1967) using the two-state approximation 
took into account the long range interactions between the 
hydrogen and positronium atoms i n each channel and found that 
polarization forces dominate the cross section near the form-
ation threshold for positronium. Using a coupled equations 
technique (Pels and Mittleman, 1967) calculated the formation 
cross section and found i t 40 times smaller than the Born 
approximation. Finally, (Roy and Das, 1968), used a method 
employing f i e l d theory for bound states i n quantum-electrody-
namics and obtained results similar to (Massey and Mohr, 1954) 
but with the cross section maximum moved to a higher positron 
energy. 
The phenomenon of positronium formation during the passage 
of positrons through gases has caused interesting modifications 
theoretically, i n calculations of positron scattering cross 
9. 
sections and phase shifts i n collisions with gaseous atoms. 
Even when the positron energy is too small to ionize the atom 
one can s t i l l allow for the v i r t u a l positronium formation where 
the positron i n the scattering region moves as a bound system 
with an atomic electron without completely freeing that electron, 
and on leaving the scattering region i t i s energetically unable 
to detach the said electron and so leaves i t behind. This would 
indicate v i r t u a l positronium formation as a short range corre-
lation mainly i n the form of a polarization arising from 
Coulombian forces. The importance of the process has been 
shown i n the hydrogen case by (Spruch and Rosenberg, 1960), 
(Cody et a l , 1964) and (Bransden, 1962). The case of positrons 
i n helium is dealt with by (Kraidy, 1967) where v i r t u a l posit-
ronium is again shown to be an important effect. 
Detection of positronium 
Experimental evidence of positronium was f i r s t found by 
(Shearer and Deutsch, 1949). I t was calculated that the rat i o 
of two-photon to three photon annihilations for free positrons 
i n a gas should be i n the rati o of 372 to 1, (Ore and Powell, 
1949). Now positronium formation w i l l enhance the three-photon 
effect since the t r i p l e t state is three times as well populated 
as the singlet state. 
Indication of positronium formation then, w i l l be given by 
10. 
three factors. 
( i ) a decrease i n the r a t i o mentioned above 
( i i ) a pressure independent orthopositronium lifetime of order 
-7 
10 sees. 
( i i i ) a change i n the annihilation spectrum due to a decrease 
i n the intensity of the singlet annihilation 0.5 MeV lin e . 
(Shearer and Deutsch, 1949) confirmed positronium formation i n 
nitrogen and argon by method ( i i ) and verified the fact by 
measurement of the t r i p l e t decay rate-, (Deutseh, 1951)• Method 
( i ) and ( i i i ) were used by (Rich, 195D, (Pond 1952), (Siegal, 
1952), (Benedetti and Siegal, 1954) and (Dulit, 1956) for various 
gases. The direct observation of positron lifetime i n gases also 
indicated formation of positronium, (Gittleman, 1958), (Celitans 
and Green, 1964), (Green and Tao, 1963), (Tao et al,1963). The 
annihilation spectrum of figure 1 was found to be i n agreement 
with the experimental observation by (Lewis and Ferguson, 1953)• 
Two other possibilities- are open for positronium detection 
but as they are dependent on the fine structure of .'positronium 
atom?we w i l l deal with them i n the next section. 
The Structure of Positronium 
The gross structure of positronium states is exactly l i k e 
that of hydrogen except for the effect of the different reduced 
mass of the electron. This leads to a reduction i n energies 
by a factor of 2 as compared with a hydrogen atom with an 
11. 
i n f i n i t e l y massive nucleus. Consequently the ionization potential 
i s 6.8 ev, the energy of the f i r s t excited state 5.1 ev, 
and the Lyman oA-line of positronium lies at 2400 8 . To this 
degree of approximation the wave functions for positronium are 
the same as those for hydrogen but the relevant coordinate, 
i.e. the electron-positron seperation i s twice as large as the 
electron-proton seperation i n hydrogen. Since the two particles 
i n the positronium atom are distinguishable there are no 
d i f f i c u l t i e s connected with the Pauli exclusion principle. The 
transition probability for optical dipole transitions is half 
that for corresponding hydrogen lines, the transition dipole moment 
is twice as large and the emitted frequency half that of hydro-
gen. 
The possibility of observing positronium by detection of i t s 
Lyman «t-line has been investigated. (Deutsch, 1953) showed 
that i f formed i n any excited state the positronium would 
radiate optically to the ground state rather than annihilate. 
Attempts to detect this radiation have not succeeded, (Brock 
and Streib, 1958), (Hughes, 1957) and (Duff and Heymann, 1963). 
However the concentrations of positronium obtained i n practice, 
and especially i n excited states, are extremely small i n 
comparison with gas-concentrations t y p i c a l l l y used i n spectro-
scopic work, thus no completely unambiguous result has yet 
been obtained. 
12. 
The fine structure of positronium has been theoretically 
investigated by (Pirenne, 19^7), (Berestetzki, 19^9) and (Ferrell, 
1951). Radiative corrections to the fine structure are discussed 
by (Karplus and Klein, 1952). A suitable review of the invest-
igations i s given i n (DeBenedetti and Corben, 195*0. 
The main differences between the positronium and hydrogen 
fine structures are as follows. 
( i ) There is a r e l a t i v i s t i c orbit-orbit interaction between 
the particles which is negligible i n the case of the slow moving 
proton of hydrogen. 
( i i ) The magnetic spin-spin interaction between the particles is 
of the same order as the fine structure, while i n hydrogen this 
hyperfine structure is smaller i n the r a t i o of the magnetic moments 
of proton and electron. 
( i i i ) There is an additional spin dependent interaction arising 
from the possibility of v i r t u a l annihilation and recreation of 
the pair. This is a short range force impoitearit only i n s-states. 
This annihilation force has also been considered by (Bhabha, 1936) 
i n connection with positron-electron scattering. Of particular 
interest i n the fine structure of positronium is the s p l i t t i n g 
between the t r i p l e t and singlet components of the Is ground 
state. Basically this is due to two terms. 
( i ) The magnetic spin-spin interaction 
( i i ) The annihilation force. 
13-
I f the s p l i t t i n g is Aw then calculation gives, 
A W = 2.044 x 10 5 Mc/sec. 
it 
correct to order *L with respect to the gross structure where 
oC = e.1" I K c as usual. 
(Karplus and Klein, 1952), corrected this value to order otJ 
by using advanced quantum electrodynamics and a number of 
refined theoretical arguments. Their corrected value was, 
A W = 2.0337 x 10 5 Mc/sec. 
Let us now consider the ground state Is i n a magnetic f i e l d . 
Positronium does not show a f i r s t order Zeeman effect i n any 
of i t s states. Since the masses of i t s two particles are equal 
and their charges opposite there is no magnetic moment due 
to the orbi t a l motion. Similarly there is no net spin magnetic 
moment i n t r i p l e t states. In singlet states there is no 
preferred spin direction so the expectation value of the moment 
is again zero .- - - - • ' 
There is however a second order Zeeman effect i.e. there can 
be an induced magnetic moment. 
In figure 4, we show the ground state s p l i t t i n g of singlet 
and t r i p l e t positronium and the influence of the magnetic 
f i e l d on them. 
X lo 
(Mc/«t) 
14. 
FIGURE 4 
wv s O 
1 0 i o lo l+o 
X is the t o t a l spin quantum number and <vvv the magnetic quantum 
nuriiber. The iinportant point is that the magnetic f i e l d i n t r o -
duces an admixture of singlet state i n the t r i p l e t term with 
"v*-= 0. As a result of this the number of t r i p l e t annihilations 
due to positronium decreases when a magnetic f i e l d i s applied. 
This is because I ll of what was a pure t r i p l e t state i n absence, 
of the f i e l d has now a f i n i t e probability of decaying as a 
singlet. This effect can be observed on applying a magnetic 
f i e l d and consequently related to AW. (Deutsch and Dulit^ 
1951) estimated AWby noting this so-called magnetic 'quenching' 
and found, 
Z W = 2.26 x 10 5 Mc/sec - 15% 
f 
Although the experiment could not measure to the ot accuracy 
15. 
of the refined calculations i f did indicate the presence of the 
annihilation force which is a correction to oC ** 
I f a radiofrequency f i e l d i s applied to the positronium 
already i n a static magnetic f i e l d i n a cavity then we expect 
resonance quenching to occur, i.e. the signal induces transitions 
from the*A.= - 1 levels of the t r i p l e t state to the*w.= 0 
singlet state produced by the magnetic f i e l d . These decays 
are indicated i n figure 4 by a dotted arrow. The resonance 
is sharp and the frequency and magnetic f i e l d values can be 
related to the value A W . In their b r i l l i a n t experiments 
(Deutsch and Brown,1952) and (Weinstein, Deutsch and Brown, 
195*0, the resonance was found and AW estimated. The value 
was, 
AW = 203380 - 40 Mc/sec. 
This remarkable agreement with the theoretical value was a 
triumph of modern day physics. I t not only proved beyond a l l 
doubt the presence of positronium but confirmed the va l i d i t y 
of the quantum electrodynamics used i n the theoretical cal-
culations . 
I t i s ironical that the fine structure of positronium t e l l s 
so much but the gross structure cannot yet be observed at a l l . 
That so much can be gained by a study of t h i s , the most 
fundamental of atoms, is an incentive to proceed with further 
elaboration to the problems presented by i t s interactions with 
the simpler gaseous atoms. 
C H A P T E R 2 
P O S I T R O N I U M C O L L I S I O N S ' 
I N G A S E S 
17. 
Introduction 
In considering the collisions of positronium with gaseous 
atoms we concentrate on the ortho-positronium state because of 
i t s longer lifetime against annihilation and i t s consequently 
greater probability of colliding. 
In atomic hydrogen the ortho-positronium can be converted 
to the para state by exchange of i t s own electron with a suit -
ably orientated atomic electron. 
The other possibility i s for direct annihilation of the 
positron with the atomic electron. 
In helium gas the la t t e r process is the only source of 
quenching for the ortho-positronium because of the spin align-
ment restrictions on the ground state helium electrons. Now 
the rate of these collisions depends on the overlap of the wave 
functions describing the system so experimental observations 
of the quenching cross section can lead to correlation with 
"theoretical calculation" and ah indication" "of "the accuracy "of 
the postulated form of the wave functions involved. 
(Praser, 1961) has calculated the t o t a l elastic and 
conversion cross sections for ortho-positronium with atomic 
hydrogen and the elastic cross section for ortho-positronium i n 
helium. As a consequence of our work Praser has recalculated 
his helium results and our results now agree for the static 
18. 
approximation. 
(Kraidy, 1967) has considered the collision of positronium 
with helium ions, \\^ *t as part of his work on positron collisions 
i n helium, considering only the case that is symmetric with 
respect to the space coordinates of the two electrons. 
Of course, only the results for collisions i n helium offer 
any hope of experimental verification. 
We w i l l give a brief' outline of the results of Eraser and 
Kraidy for the hydrogen and helium ion case and the proceed 
to a detailed study of the atomic helium problem. 
Ortho-positronium collisions with hydrogen 
The t o t a l elastic and conversion cross sections were 
calculated for positronium.kinetic energies 0 to 9-8 ev for the 
0 p a r t i a l wave only. A variational argument led to integro-
d i f f e r e n t i a l equations which were solved numerically. 
The cross sections were very strongly energy dependent. The 
ratio of conversion/total cross sections ranged from 0.176 
to 0.070 over the range 0 to 6.8 ev. This is to be compared with 
the value 1/4 given by (Massey and Mohr, 1954). However Massey 
and Mohr used the Born approximation which can only be expected 
to give an indication of the higher energy results. The results 
of (Eraser, 1961) are outlined on next page. 
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Wave no. of O-Ps (atomic units) Elastic ( a n O Conversion (a 2 ) 
0 603 106 
0.2 109.3 16.1 
0.4 43.4 4.48 
0.6 25.4 2.00 
0.8 15.5 1.08 
1.0 9.2 0.64 
The cross sections are seen to be very large at low energies. 
Positronium collisions with helium ions 
This collision is of no practical interest but is useful 
i n that is was used to investigate the effect of allowing for 
positronium polarisation. The elastic cross section was calcul-
ated corresponding to, 
and also the effect on this cross section of the reaction 
Ps + IW* JL? + ^ 
due to coupling with the elastic case. 
The cross sections were taken from t h e - 0 - 4 cases. I t 
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was found that the second channel decreased the crosssrsections 
considerably at the lower energies. The atomic polarizability 
was found to have almost no effect. The positronium polarization 
however considerably increased the elastic cross section, mainly 
i n the 2 = 0 and = 1 contributions, by a factor of ten at 
low positronium energies. This was thought to be due to the 
large polarizability of the positronium. 
With a l l the corrections the range of cross section was <t 
at zero energy to ^ %o C L * at 0.8 a.u. positronium kinetic 
energy, somewhat larger than the hydrogen atom cross sections. 
Ortho-positronium collision with Helium atoms 
We are calculating here the elastic cross sections i n the 
static f i e l d approximation f i r s t and then extending the work to 
include the long range van der Waals interaction between the 
positronium and helium atoms. 
We w i l l consider the cases of = 0, 1 and 2 although the 
extension to higher A. values w i l l be quite apparent. 
We neglect any excitation of the positronium and helium. 
Because of the coincidence of mass and electrical centres i n 
normal positronium the direct interaction with the helium 
vanishes. The long range interaction was expected to have 
greatest effect at the lower energies, the effect at thermal 
energies being the pertinant one i n view of the subsequent work 
on the quenching calculation i n helium and the available 
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experimental r e s u l t s . 
( i ) Statement of the Problem 
As the helium nucleus has a much greater mass than the 
electrons and positron we assume i t at rest and at the coord-
inate o r i g i n . 
For a Hamiltonian H , t o t a l energy of the system E and 
Ji . , 
wave function r describing the system, Schrodinger 1s equation 
gives us s
C H - o * -
choosing u n i t s , 
7 i 
z 
results i n the u n i t of length as a Q and the u n i t of energy as 
the Rydberg, 13.6 ev. 
I n these u n i t s , 
r V <».p <if -Tp 
±. +- 2=. 
•T.3 
Here 4 ^ i s the distance between the i ' ^ and j '.xA. p a r t i c l e s , 
either electrons or positroni.-
«T, denotes the positronium electron and -Ti and the 
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atomic electron coordinates. 
JTf i s the positron coordinate. 
I t i s convenient to define two new coordinates, 
Here <Ti i s the distance of the positronium centre of massi^from 
the helium nucleus and p{ i s the i n t e r n a l coordinate of the 
positronium atom. Coordinates are shown i n figure 5' 
-Tl 
r 
FIGURE 5 
We can decompose the Hamiltonian as follows. 
Transform, 
- V - v.* - £ p 
i n t o 
- i v , : - 1 v ; - * 
Now the normalized positronium ground state wave function can 
be w r i t t e n 
Hp,), 
because of the s i m i l a r i t y of the atom to hydrogen. I t s ground 
state energy w i l l be,fe 0 : and the wave function w i l l 
s a t i s f y , 
The helium ground'.:stafce wave function i s symmetric i n the 
coordinates of i t s electrons and s a t i s f i e s , 
with ^("Tv.r^the wave function and f j * * " the ground state. Now the 
eigenfunction of the above equation i s notknown i n closed form. 
As a f i r s t approximation we assume, 
where jx - ^ 1 and gives an energy value of -Z. /\. which i s 2% 
from the experimental value. I t i s open t o question whether 
t h i s i s a good or bad approximation i n the present case, prob-
ably the only d e f i n i t e i n d i c a t i o n w i l l be by t r y i n g a better 
one, a problem t o be attempted i n the near future. However at 
low energies, i t has given some success i n electron-helium 
c o l l i s i o n s , (Moisewitch, 1953)>(Massey and Moisewitch, 195*0 so 
we assume i t s applicability here. 
I f we take E as the t o t a l energy of the systemand & as 
the magnitude of the positronium momentum then, 
F - i e - -
The exact solution of the Schrodinger equation i n the l i m i t of 
5j oft w i l l be a product function of the positronium and 
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helium ground states with a function describing the centre of 
mass motion of the positronium. 
Since the system of the two atoms form t r i p l e t states we 
require an asymptotic form, f o r a p a r t i c u l a r value of <C , 
where ^rXc^is the function describing the positronium centre 
of mass motion and the "X ', i s a t r i p l e t spin function and "X 0° 
a sin g l e t spin function. 
We w r i t e 
^ 4 i ,) . x u . ) 
where i s the' spherical harmonic and jQ.^- the angular 
coordinate of «^ and we require the following boundary 
conditions on ^ ( <r) , 
and 
The parameter c l ^ i s the tangent of the phase s h i f t ^ i . e . 
The p a r t i a l cross section f o r e l a s t i c scattering is given by, 
and the t o t a l e l a s t i c cross section cT i s , 
We also define the d i f f u s i o n or momentum transfer cross-section 
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as, 
The asymptotic form consequently suggests the t r i a l wave function, 
$ 4* , which must be antisymmetric f o r interchange of any two 
electrons, 
+ •) 1s +«c** i p4i) y : c i , i ) 
The basic problem then i s to f i n d the^ 4(<J^with the correct boundary 
conditions and with asymptotic form giving the necessary phase s h i f t s t 
x • 
( i i ) The Variational Proceedure 
We w i l l follow the Kohn v a r i a t i o n a l method, (Kohn, 19^8), 
and so form 
T* - * J _«4 a * ^ $1 O <J t* 0) 
Note that we use £ ^ as the approximation to the true energy 
where, 
I 
e « • i V - i - ^ 
i . e . we have assumed the helium binding energy to be given by 
the simple v a r i a t i o n a l r e s u l t . The use of Et preserves the 
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consistency of the proceedure but i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o see how 
to j u s t i f y the neglect of the difference between {f and E:^  i n 
a rigorous manner. 
We express the spin functions i n the usual notation, 
- «c<^ /s t i ) 
and we know, 
2. ^ ( ; ) = i 
1 =t.C») |iU) = o 
Considering the spin summation i n (1) we see there are three 
products of the type, 
and s i x cross products of the type, 
z x: My.:M%:Mx:M = -k 
Allowing f o r the symmetry of the posi t i o n a l coordinate parts of ^ 
we f i n d , changing J ^ j JLd t o Jtffj Jlp, t h a t > 
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we now compute S I < f o r variations S^/^c) i . e . f o r 
variations $ ^ ( 5 ^ where, 
The calculation of § •£ i s given i n Appendix A as i t i s somewhat 
lengthy and complicated. We ar r i v e a t , 
and 
* I t * 4. -e- + ~' ( 
I 1*1 - JT I i 
(4) 
- t*EL r*J !_£»_-C| _-v*J*ffi.-jCJ_ . -_>l iM}- - i l - --- -
and we have changed <Tp to .r . 
Requiring th a t , 
we f i n d , 
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I f the -c^6r) s a t i s f y the equation then T*. = 0 as i s shown i n 
appendix B. 
I f 4t was the exact wave function and E the exact 
energy then we could form, 
*f»l*S ' •* " " ~ * ' 
Then varying as % $a with asymptotic form, 
s $ , ~ j ^ t o ?!^,) .ft)*:(p. i)y-:M 
we would get, 
S I - Sec r o 
Suppose ^ i s the error i n $ 4 i . e . , 
Substitution i n (1) and using (2) would give, 
r t « i + a i 
I« = 6 i r A A c l 
where, 
A bett e r approximation to the r e a l cu would be then, 
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Since X t ^ s z e r o ^ o r t n e s a t i s f a c t i o n of the equation (3) 
we see that d-^ i s a good approximation to QLto second order 
i n the difference between and . This assumes that 
we may neglect the difference between IF * and E of course. 
( i i i ) The I n t e g r o - d i f f e r e n t i a l equation 
The equation to be solved i s , 
Multiply by ^ ^ J ] ^ a n d integrate over J\ &x whence, 
^ ^ - • ^ W > . ) - ^ \ ^ X ( ^ ) j ^ LktihU)x{^ 
Consider f i r s t the term r e s u l t i n g on the R.H.S. from the energy 
dependent part of L (.tfj. , &i} ~ 
This i s , 
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where, 
CO 
IT * / 
we now expand, 
c-IS-cl^ l»«.*l JL f Cu*.) GrtU.,) P tU) (5) 
where 
and i n fact 
* j - i - i 
This i s seen to be true by back sub s t i t u t i o n i n the expansion (5). 
O) Substituting (5) i n the expression f o r L , <ry ) and using, 
we f i n d , using the orthogonality properties of the ^  that 
We now consider the energy independent part of the kernal. This 
i s taken as (.<r, jCT,.) such t h a t , 
f ±1 * l x - AOtOl) 4- k) * f f V ^ Cr, ^ ) +• (V, , 0 ] 
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i . e . , 
" J - C l l i e . , - * | l O - i l n « i - < l 
- ( 6 . 
We w i l l s p l i t tai»o\,^ i n t o components f o r ease of mani-
pulation. The terms i n curly brackets, 
give by comparison wi t h the evaluation of L ^ 1 (.ffi j <r v) 
C<r, C r ^ C < r X l r ) 
By a s i m i l a r expansion proceedure as before we define, 
3 * ^ 0 = L <S P a U0 ^ 
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Substituting the various corresponding expansions back i n the 
expression f o r (ff,,a;)the terms i n curly brackets, 
give, 
The K^, (<j-, ,r-)and ,-r) terms arise from the tTj,. •£ terms 
which contain P, ,} * **\ x e x p l i c i t l y and r e s u l t i n products 
of three spherical harmonics. 
To w r i t e ((j*, ,«rv ) more concisely we d&fine ( f f , , r ) 
such that 
The corresponding terms i n a x lead t o , 
The renaining term i n curly brackets i n L j 1 1 ( f | 
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We expand, 
where 
T.T - -I we axso maice use 01 trie expansion, 
where the Q are Clebsch-Gordon coe f f i c i e n t s . 
Substituting the various expansions back we ar r i v e a t , 
LS! U.rO -  u s / I.- ^  t-») 1 TV U i) <v (*,«•> 
and 
We have calculated f o r JL = 0, 1 and 2. For these low values 
of L the expression f o r " ^ . (ff.ff,., l ) can be shown to reduce to 
simple expressions by the rules of Clebsch-Gordon co e f f i c i e n t s . 
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1 V I*,'*. A 
F i n a l l y then the complete term f o r (ff) yg-^) i s , 
We define, 
and the i n t e g r o - d i f f e r e n t i a l equation i s f i n a l l y , 
( i v ) Inclusion of the long range p o t e n t i a l 
The Van der Waals po t e n t i a l V„ o w i s derived from V by 
considering V a t large constant <rt . I n appendix A then we 
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must include t h i s as the di r e c t i n t e r a c t i o n between the posit-
ronium and helium atoms, i . e . , we replace, 
by, 
Following the analysis through we arrive at the modified integro-
d i f f e r e n t i a l equation, 
The equation has to be solved f o r the ^  ier) which can then be 
used to compute the various phase s h i f t s and cross sections. 
C H A P T E R 3 
T H E V A N D E R W A A L ' S I N T E R A C T I O N 
36. 
Introduction 
The existence of the van der Waal's forces was known as long 
ago as the middle of the eighteenth century and speculation as to 
their nature and effect continued throughout the nineteenth 
century in connection with work on capillary action and surface 
tension. Eventually i t was realised that the forces were due to 
elec t r i c a l interactions and various theoretical postulates of the 
form taken by the forces had success in explaining physical 
effects dependent on the forces. The present century started with 
the work of (Reinganum, 1903, 1912) who pointed out that neutral 
molecules carrying localized charges repel or attract each other 
with forces varying more rapidly with distance then ' /&, , where 
i s the distance between the molecules. On the average the 
force i s attractive due to tongues tending to rotate the molecules 
into attractive positions. (Keesom, 1921) considered nc&Kcules 
bearing dipoles. He showed that i f the molecules could feel 
each others presence, rather than rotate randomly, then a net 
attraction between the molecules would result. For dipoles of 
moment p, and P t a mean interaction energy i s generated proport-
whioh enabled molecules caught in attractive positions to be rest-
ricted to oscillation rather than rotation. 
Objections to the theory were that many molecules exhibiting 
attractive forces were known to have no dipole moments and also, 
ional to He postulated also an effect of alignment 
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due to higher kinetic energies of the molecules at higher temp-
eratures, the alignment effect should disappear at high temper-
atures; but in fact the van der Waals forces persisted. Even 
the extension to quadrupole interaction could not explain this 
temperature dependent problem. 
(Debye, 1920) showed that molecules should not be regarded 
as rigid structures but as deformabie distributions of charge. 
I f placed i n an external f i e l d they would become polarized and 
for a non-uniform fi e l d attractive forces would be called into play, 
This explained the high temperature persistence of the forces since 
their magnitude i s independent of the state of motion of the mole-
cules. Again quadrupole effects were assumed to produce the 
polarizing f i e l d . 
Now itiolecules with closed sheJJs, in particular the rare gas 
atoms, posses a high degree of spherical symmetry in their charge 
distribution and so should not display much van der Waal's 
attraction. The fact that they do possessstrong van der Waal's 
attraction was a major difficulty i n the existing theory. 
I t was l e f t to (Wang, 1927) using quantum mechanics to f i r s t 
lead the way to the true explanation of the major van der Waals 
effect. He calculated the interactions between two hydrogen atoms 
for large separation and showed them to be attractive. Then 
(London, 1930) recognized the fu l l e r meaning of these forces and 
derived formulae for their calculation, calling the phenomenon the 
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dispersion effect. The explanation of the effect i s that due to 
the movement of the electrons i n the atom, say hydrogen, each 
atom i s momentarily a dipole capable of inducing in a neighbouring 
atom a dipole moment parallel to i t s e l f . This causes rotation in 
phase, alignment, and corresponding attraction. The method of 
(London, 1930) and also (Eisensehitz and London, 1950) was a 
perturbation calculation dependent on an expansion of the wave 
function of the system in terms of a selected set of the unpert-
urbed wave functions of the two molecules or atoms. 
A variational theory of the forces was launched,due chiefly 
to (Hasse-, 1930) and extended by (Slater and Kirkwood, 193D 
(Hasse, 1930) calculated the interatomic force at large distances 
for hydrogen and helium while (Slater and Kirkwood, 1931) made 
theviaefchod applicable to most non-polar molecules in the normal 
state. (Buckingham, 1936) f-alculated the value of the mutual van 
der Waal's interaction energy between the two atoms and related 
the dipole-dipole constant to the atomic polarizabilities of the 
atoms. He evaluated dipole-dipole constants for -the" rare-gases 
and also showed the importance of the dipole-quadrupole terms. 
A fine review of the early work i s given i n (Margenau, 1939) 
and of further progress by (Dalgarno and Kingston, 1959)• 
I t might be mentioned that since our calculation presented 
in this chapter, a new formula has been derived for the dipole-
dipole term i n the van der Waal's interaction between two 
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spherically symmetrical atoms by (Opik, 1967). The approximation 
takes the distortion of each atom in the instantaneous dipole 
f i e l d of the other atom to be proportional to the corresponding 
adiabatic distortion. A variational technique gives good agree-
ment for atomic hydrogen and the rare gases. 
The long-range Orthopositronium-helium Interaction 
The calculation presented here i s a variational one based 
on the methods of (Slater and KirRwood, 1931), (Hasse, 1931), 
and (Pauling and Beach, 1935)- The t r i a l function used was also 
mentioned i n (Schiff, 19^9) together with a brief indication of 
the calculation of the van der Waal's energy for two atoms. The 
principle of irriiiimum energy which i s used i s seen in a similar 
calculation on the polarisation of hydrogen by positron impact 
(Stone, 1966). 
( i ) Statement of the Problem 
In our problem we are dealing with two dissimilar atoms, 
one of which , "the positrordum "atom, has a "very high polarisability, 
i n fact eight times that of a hydrogen atom. This led us to 
expect a considerable change in the cross sections and phase shifts 
of the collision problem and an improvement i n the final values 
of the 1m*ft mentioned i n the next chapter, expecially at the 
very low energies. Even i f the changes were found not to be 
large, the trend of the interaction i s important since, because of 
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the coincidence of the mass and electrical centres i n the 
positroniunijthe mean interaction energy with the helium nucleus 
vanishes, and the only effects arise from polarization of the 
positronium. 
I t i s known (Bransden and Jundi, 1967) that the polarisation 
potential for distortion of a positronium atom moving in -fche 
f i e l d of a proton only contains contributions from odd multi-
poles , the even multipoles vanishing identically because of t he 
coincidence of the centres of mass and charge i n the positronium 
atom. I t i s clear, therefore, that the dipole component alone 
w i l l be an accurate approximation to the complete adiabatic 
potential in this case. Similarly in this problem we take the 
dipole component only as a sufficiently accurate approximation. 
Since we are chiefly concerned with scattering at very low 
velocities i t appropriate to introduce the adiabatic approx-
imation in which the kinetic energy of the positronium atom i s 
at f i r s t neglected, i.e.-in-the-coordinates of the.previous 
chapter we regard the atoms i n i t i a l l y as being fixed i n space 
at a distance &\ apart. 
The total Hamiltoniafi. for the system i s , 
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- i t + Ji. - ±_ + 2^ + 2^ •* i _ * * r a rn r„ < x % 
We regard the potential V as a perturbation on an unperturbed 
Hamiltonian |46 so that. 
W = H. 4 v 
where 
h . - - y -V -y -v,* - " |„ - T, + H 
and, 
We now approximate V by considering ff\ as large and fixed 
and expanding V i n terms of '/if, , retaining the term in 
only. In the modified coordinates, 
Expanding the denominators and keeping the term i n '/ff* we have 
the approximation to the above perturiing potential, 
where /rt i s a unit vector i n the direction of i . I f the 
\ axis i s taken along the line of centres of the two atoms, 
vp = y^°.x C^*+ O + ^ ( - ^ + ^Vl/°" («"»• + 
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This interaction i s treated i n second order perturbation theory, 
the effective interaction between the atoms, being quadratic i n 
, varies like '/(J,^ and i s the van der Waals interaction. 
In the adiabatic approximation we define the wave function of 
the system as $ p o t which satisfies the Schroedinger equation, 
where b = E" ^ 0 ^ s t h e v a n d e r W a a l ' s energy and F 0 
the sum of the ground state energies of the helium and positronium 
atoms. We define the total energy i n the adiabatic approximation 
as, 
E"T = e t c O + 
For each fixed value of c, the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian i s 
E" r then. We now wish to determine F Gr,^ • This was done by 
the Raeleigh-Ritz variational .method.. -The. t r i a l form of -$-p0u-
was taken as, 
Adiabatically for a fixed ck s A Cff,) i s effectively a 
constant. ^ $ C ^ i % -fj ) was the same as that used i n 
the collision calculation giving a helium ground state energy of 
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- - S". (, «|f and hence, 
The t r i a l wave function was not antisymmetrised because exchange 
effects are of short range and not important in determining the 
long range part of £ (fl",^ . 
We now define the total energy of the system-as, 
< $ ( i ) 
With the condition that, 
These last two equations lead to a determination of 
which i s the variational parameter i n the van der Waal's potential, 
( i i ) Evaluation of the Integrals 
The integrals in (1) are taken i n three sets . 
(a) r A - I 4C> 
(b) C I Wo | 
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The term N/p arises in poi_ and i t is convenient to express 
Vp in terms of spherical harmonic functions in polar coor-
dinates . 
We notej 
where J l i s the solid angle and 6 and ^ the angular polar 
coordinates. I f i n V p we express the coordinates as spherical 
polars, inspection shows that, 
+n: LA,,)v (ii,.) * i v r t O v t-atf) (2) 
+ A' <10 ** V P | 0 I f * V P > 
y o.Tt 
y o-ti u» e 
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Because of the normalisation of ^ ( and ^ C**t, the f i r s t 
term i s unity. From the form of \Jf we see that the second 
term vanishes. The third term i s evaluated by substituting (2) 
and integrating over the angular variables. The remaining non-
zero terms are then integrated over the radial coordinates. This 
leads to, 
T f t = I + m a ' 
..16 = <<fr *MU.\ * vp«^  f <\ (H.|* 
* fl^^VflH.i + ft1 O >Mp I h. I <H*H> 
The f i r s t term i s the expression for the unperturbed ground 
state energy £: t , and the second and third terms are again 
evidently zero. The fourth term i s non-zero and rather compli-
cated, though straight forward, to evaluate. 
F i r s t we express Vl B in terms of cr, and yO, as in the 
previous chapter, i.e. we put, 
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Since SJ9X i s here a null operator we ignore i t . We have to 
consider now the result of operating on with 
and 7 ^ and ^ . 
Substitution of Vp and the expresions for the wave functions 
leads to, 
I f we write as the sum of two terms Vp and' \fp Cl) as 
those containing terms i n ft and X% then we find, 
The term in '/f^j i s evaluated by expanding, 
In a l l integrations over angular variables we use of course 
the orthonaraality property of the spherical harmonics, namely, 
f e d a *iT*u?) -=-Kf 
and also the equality, 
In the radial integrations over «Tt and Cy in the integral cont-
aining 'Ai/j we remember to allow for the two ranges, i.e. for 
ry. V j and^<-r r 
The evaluation i s straight-forward but lengthy and we w i l l simply 
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tabulate the results. 
We l e t , 
then, 
v < p i - i y i P > - TO 
<»I-V-V|r> = »J£ 
*6 <p|-v,,-^.-%B Ip > 
IB 
whence, 
IB = Co c. 6 ^ /*• I 
4 A* < V P |v/ | <M* V f > 
The symmetric nature of the f i r s t and third terms, and the fact 
that the centres of charge of the electron and positron i n the 
unperturbed positronium atom are coincident, makes them zero. 
The second term i s non-zero and leads to rather complicated 
integrals which are dealt with by (Roothaan, 1951) i n his papers 
on molecular integrals. 
We have. 
* -A - Jt— +• J t I d ^ v A 
Prom symmetry considerations, this reduces to, 
By splitting \/(» as before we finally get, 
Of course | ir^ - ft + i £,j i s -T^ and we can imagine the posit-
ronium atom with a centre of coordinates such that the electron 
i s situated at ± £i and the positron at . This enables a: 
comparison to be made with the above mentioned paper and i n 
the notation of that paper, 
where we define, 
\ - { ( * • . ) . K - /il±J 
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and, CL refers to the helium and b to the positronium atoms. 
The molecular integrals are, 
Define, 
then, 
IC = 11? A F iff;) (3) 
( i i i ) The form of the potential 
Equation (1) can now be expressed i n terms of the integrals 
_ _ r B + i c i.e., I A 
I + ' i l l 1 
M1 
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Let 
oC -
F ( Q 
Then, 
I + V A 1 
Differentiating F T with respect to A and putting the result 
equal to zero we find, on taking the negative square root i n the 
quadratic solution for (\ , that, 
M 
The negative square root i s taken i n order that the long range 
interaction vanishes at s O • This i s substituted back in 
the expression (3), for I C = \A/&«* giving, 
We use a conputer to evaluate this expression for various values 
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of tf*, . The results are i n Table I and the potential i s 
displayed graphically in figure 6. 
We note that as cr, »o the expression for P (ff,)becomes 
zero since \_\ Pft^ PTTb*] : ' Z 1 P$«. 11 P £ 0 in 
the limit. Hence, from (4) with y£ - O } 
Jff,-- o 
Consider now the expansion of f\ for large ff, . 
. ft ~ - J ? <5) 
Now for large ct also, 
u T ff, -<p «o 7 
which becomes on keeping terms i n '/<$•,* only, 
FCT 0 — 
Using (5), 
<r.4 
But £ - C 0 i s equivalent to the van der Waal's energy 
corresponding to , so, 
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'vow 
TABLE I 
The van der Waal's potential variation. i n atomic units 
and c, i n units of C L 0 . 
0 0 
0.25 -0.0001 
0.5 -0.0013 
0.75 -0.0050 
1.0 -0.0113 
1.5 -0.0245 
2.0 -0.0288 
2.5 -0.0244 
3.0 -0.0170 
3.5 -0.0107 
4.0 -0.0064 
4.5 -0.0037 
5.0 -0.0022 
5-5 -0.0013 
6.0 -O.OOO8 
6.5 -O.OOO5 
7.0 -0.0003 
7.5 — -0.0002 
8.0 -0.0002 
8.5 -0.0001 
9.0 -0.0001 
9.5 -0.0001 
A method giving a rough estimate of the van der Waal's forces 
from molecular- polarizabilities was given by (London, 1930). 
The interaction energy is given as, 
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where PA and Pa are the molecular or atomic polarizabilities , 
and l a and T& the f i r s t ionization energies approximately. 
For helium, 1"^ - I • S , P«» ' \ • 11 i . Tpk = , 
- ^ ^  .We take Pp4 s 3 & i.e. eight times the 
calculated value of 0 1/x for hydrogen, because the Pp4 value is 
a volume dependent number and the diameter of positronium is 
twice that of hydrogen. The Pm. is the experimental value. 
Substituting these values gives, 
u( \ - - M I L 
I f we use the value of r l«M calculated by (Kraidy, 
1967) we get, 
ff C O -. - " • fc« 
These equations show the rough approximation to our more accurate 
form of the asymptotic van der Waal's potential. The comparison 
is favourable and the above method gives the expected overestimation 
of the cohstant_term shown by results" i n (Pauling and Wilson, 1935). 
Figure 6 shows the usual form oEea long range interatomic 
potential with a minimum energy value of about -0.029 atomic units 
at an atomic separation of about "X ct. . The half width of 
the well i n the potential is also about 1^., 
FIGURE 6 IO 
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54. 
Introduction 
We can define the quenching of positronium as the conversion 
i n collision of t r i p l e t orthopositronium to singlet parapositron-
ium, which experimentally means a reduction i n the observed 
number of three %-ray annihilation events. 
Quenching can also take place i n the presence of an external 
magnetic f i e l d and under application of a further radio frequency 
electromagnetic f i e l d but we are concerned here with quenching 
due to collisions with other gaseous atoms. We can l i s t the 
various effects causing quenching i n these cases, 
(a) Electron exchange quenching. Here the orthopositronium atom 
exchanges i t s electron i n t r i p l e t spin orientation with the 
positron, for an electron i n a gas atom or molecule i n a singlet 
spin orientation with the positron. The ground states of most 
stable gas molecules are singlet states so the proposed exchange 
would require an excitation of the molecule to a higher, t r i p l e t 
state which generally is too high to" be reached at thermal energies. 
Now a small number of gases such as the oxides of nitrogen 
NO and /vJox contain an odd number of electrons. The exchange 
occurs with the odd electron and the accompanying spin reversal . 
involves only spin-orbit coupling energies which are of the order 
of thermal kinetic energies. So the presence of an unpaired 
electron i n the molecule and consequent low energy transfer 
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during exchange allows the quenching to proceed. 
The other common oxide of nitrogen 0 has an even number 
of electrons and does not produce t r i p l e t to singlet conversion. 
The probability of direct electron exchange w i l l depend on 
the amount of overlap of the electrons during collision and there-
fore w i l l be energy dependent. We expect the quenching cross 
section to be about '/if of that for elastic collisions, since after 
collision there are three ortho states to go to, and one para 
with a negligible energy difference between them. I f there i s 
more than one free electron spin the quenching probability i s 
increased and so the quenching cross section should be dependent 
on the magnetic moment of the colliding molecule. 
The direct exchange, or 'spin-flip' process obeys the spin 
selection rule i n that t o t a l spin momentum i s conserved. The 
quenching can also occur without energy exchange or change i n 
multiplicity of the colliding molecule, a l l that is required is 
an unpaired electron on the molecule and the presence of a th i r d 
body to remove the excess energy generated. This case is 
discussed by (Perrell, 1958) and (Porter and Wright, 1959) and 
is thought to explain the quenching i n oxygen i n particular, 
(b) Pickoff annihilation. Here the positron i n the positronium 
annihilates directly with an electron i n the target atom or 
molecule. The process is similar to the annihilation of a free 
positron with a gas atom electron but the presence of the positron-
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-ium electron modifies the motion of the positron and i t s chance 
of annihilation on collision. The process w i l l depend on the 
time spent by the positronium i n sufficient overlap with the 
molecular electronic orbital for annihilation to be probable. 
This is dependent on the positronium energy and other factors 
such as the polarizability of the molecule. In practice, 
in most gases at atmospheric pressure measurement shows that 
pick-off is not a very probable process although i t ie probably 
the most frequently occuring quenching mechanism. The quenching 
rate i s found experimentally to be about a factor to ten down 
on that for free positron annihilations, due to the screening 
of the positronium positron by i t s electron, 
(c) Chemical Reactions. Suppose we have a gaseous molecule 
On collision the positronium atom ^©"causes the reaction, 
The positronium i s now bound to an atom of the molecule and is 
so bringing the positron i n constant close proximity to the 
electrons of that atom. This w i l l give an enhancement of the 
positron-electron annihilation effect observed as orthoposit-
ronium quenching. The halogens are strong quenching agents 
and are thought to form halides with the positronium atom, 
the strong attraction being due to van der Waal's forces or 
exchange forces. The system Positronium chloride has been 
studied theoretically and has a binding energy indicative of 
dynamic s t a b i l i t y , (Simons 19^8., 19^9). Other work on positronium 
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compounds i n the gaseous state has been discussed by (Gittelman 
and Deutsch, 1956, 1958), (Gittelman, 1957, 1958) and (Heymann, 
1961). 
(d) Radiative or three body capture. I f the energy of the complex 
is less than that of the ground state of A then A may capture a 
positronium atom with emission of radiation. The capture cross 
section w i l l be greater than or comparable with pickoff annihil-
ation cross sections. The process w i l l become more important 
at higher pressure. 
(e) Other quenching mechanisms. Quenching by direct spin reversal 
was considered by (Massey and Mohr, 195*0 and found to be 
negligible under experimental conditions even for exchange 
between the colliding systems of two electrons having i n i t a l l y 
the same spin. The magnetic interaction of positronium i n 
collision with a paramagnetic molecule may be strong enough to 
cause transitions. The most paramagnetic gas is oxygen but cal-
culation indicates a conversion rate, much less than the ortho-
positronium self-annihilation rate. The paramagnetic 
quenching cannot along explain the rate observed i n oxygen, the 
exchange effect without spin-flip i s the more l i k e l y cause. 
(Ore, 19^9) showed that spontaneous change i n direction of the 
positronium parallel spins was a negligible effect and this is 
also the case for collisions with non-paramagnetic molecules an 
considering the conversion possible by the electromagnetic f i e l d . 
The Quenching of Orthopositronium i n Helium 
The nature of the helium atom grourfl state makes exchange 
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quenching impossible and the only important quenching process is 
due to the pickoff quenching, for the low energies we are 
interested i n . The quenching rate i s given by (Ore, 1949), 
(Perrell, 1956), as 
A A-TT C N "P IK." 1 
-13 
Here _r o = 2.82 10 cm. the classical electron radius 
C i s the velocity of lig h t 
M i s Loschmidt's number(NJ= 2.69X101^ atoms/cm^) 
P i s the pressure i n atmospheres 
1 ^ is the effective number of electrons/atom i n a single 
state relative to the positron i.e. the number contributing to 
the annihilation. 
This number "i^can be inferred from experiment and we 
are also about to show i t s calculation using the results on 
the elastic scattering of ortippositronium by helium atoms. The 
experimental values w i l l correspond to thermalised positronium 
i.e %L *~ O.OO36, but we expect \ ^ to be energy-dependent.- The-
comparison between theory and experiment can then be made i n 
terms of the \ ^ values. 
We w i l l now i l l u s t r a t e the theoretical calculation of 
following (Eraser and Kraidy, 1966). 
The t r i a l wave function used i s the same as that used i n 
the elastic collision problem but is normalised to give one 
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orthopositronium atom per unit volume asymptotically. We w i l l 
now write the t r i a l wave function as, 
+ « r < M M +*UJ . 0 v: iP>^ ^' u i ) 
Again * r Co") describes the motion of the orthopositronium centre 
of mass but here AJ" takes account of a l l the £ values 
i n that i t s value i n terms of pa r t i a l waves ^ A C < r ) i s , 
and asymptoticallyj 
where -^ C © f f ^ is the amplitude of the scattering wave and the '/(fj 
term arises from the new normalisation, (Ore, 19*19)» (Ferrell, 
1956). The asymptotic form of ^ A ( . < r ) i s , 
and by comparison with the asymptotic form of the (.0"") 
i n the collision problem we see, 
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For high A. values we expect small *vj 4 and for the LT) 
to reduce to the p a r t i a l plane waves JUL ^  la-} where, 
and only the plane wave part of AJ-CO*^  i s involved; i.e. for 
very small *vj values, the term i n Ja_*" * which 
can be expanded i n the usual way as, 
i k f f » a J _ f ^ t U ^ Pit***,) 
is the term containing the 
The pick o f f quenching process requires the positron of the 
ortho positronium atom to annihilate with an electron i n the 
helium atom. This occurs when the two particles are i n a 
relative singlet state and consequently we project the t r i a l 
wave function x * onto a spin singlet state 
of the positron and, say, electron 1 of the helium atom. This 
leads to a function $ C-ty,0,f}.-C}>^»0 where, 
Now 1^is the effective number of electrons/atom i n a singlet 
state relative to the positron. For electron 1 say this effect-
ive number i s 
Z . (cJLr, c U c L r , 1 § . - f j . x j . - i i ^ 1 
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where we note that the -Tp i n \ has gone to -T( which 
indicates the fact that the positron and electron 1 must be at 
the same position i n space for annihilation to occur. A similar 
expression to the one above is discussed for positron free 
annihilation by (Perrell, 1956), (Wallace 1960), (Drachman, 
1966) and (Lee, 1958). 
Noting the symmetry i n the three electrons present we define 
(2) 
and the sum is over spins. 
Defining as before, 
x\ -. . t C O fit;) 
and using, 
z ^ u ) « I 
^ - .L-LX) / 4 t ; > -- © -
we can find an expression for ^ without involving spin'terms. 
Evidently, on substitution and summation of fyx i n (1), 
3 . { 4 « U . * ) -
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This can be substituted i n (2) and due to the coordinate 
symmetry, 
I t i s interesting to note that i f instead of «j(o*^ we just use 
the simple plane wave part then is equal to '/j. . Our 
scattering results show a to t a l l y repulsive f i e l d between the 
helium atom and the orthopositronium atom. This leads us to 
expect a value of less than '/\ which is i n fact the 
case as our results w i l l show. We now define, 
and 
changing coordinates and dropping subscripts, 
substituting the expressions for the various functions 
I , - W U s JL/3L ^ - ^ U l ' & 1 
we now expand, 
!«*•*! if £ <3)tU,f>) P 4 (« , ) 
where 
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Then substitute back i n the expression for X( together 
with the expansion of *sLs) . The PJL U*) are expanded i n 
products of spherical harmonics of -0. & and ^ . Integr-
ating over leads to, 
where, 
'~ (3) 
The integration of i s now performed analytically. 
Let, blLff\ * ^ * TA 
and, 
where, i . 
-4. ' -A 
X * " ITT | i c ,/2L) 
then, 
We can employ a standard expansion here, 
where, 
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Here, 
and 
' CTo — • ( V. CV-)~ 5 
by a simple reduction, 
r. • )., 
We remember that the integration over ^ must be s p l i t into 
two regions corresponding to y» £ "La and p ^ \c Substitution leads 
to, 
r. . \>+'*r * D v % . 
whence, 
^ - w r — i — i x r L ~j 
We now differentiate with respect to jj^ multiply by - / J L and 
arrive at, 
. / \ A c Q - r ! —! i -ic- r i£. _ j _ 
* ^ 5 ^ 1 ^ - 7 1 * L u»tf (o-*1 uTo 1 5T5»[ 
- la- r _ j - - J— - cr z_ -) \ 
•»- L 5 ^ O J U I ? U-OX O^O4 J 5 
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To check this equation we note i n (3) that as c O so 
I f we expand the exponentials i n (4) and approximate for small cr 
we find tJ (<f^ tending to the same value. 
We now have to evaluate, 
T v -. - | i <tn Ar, Arj « r M -o- ^ , ) f> (fx) ?! 
We again change coordinates to cT and f ' each corresponding 
to <Tt and cr, . 
The Jacobian of the transformation is ^ so, 
We expand. 
where, 
crj-
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A similar expansion holds for the terms i n c' 
We substitute back using the spherical harmonic expansion for Vsl^' 
and also substitute for the ^rCcr) , *r Lc') 
The subsequent reduction leads to 
u---kf ^ I . " * * r * « ' v M i " 1 ! . ; ) ^ ' ) 
where. 
This is evaluated numerically when required. 
Finally, then we have, 
l<T«U' % t r ) M W («,»') (5) 
We have shown that the ^(.0") are directly related to the ^ ( f f ) 
of the elastic scattering problem and we consequently use these 
values i n the numerical solution of the last equation. 
We use the last equation i n -three approximations A, B_ and 
C, cutting the summations off atJ@. = 0, 1 and 2 respectively. 
For the static case the.net of points i s over<T= 0.1 to 5«4 
i n intervals of 0.1 and the range is extended to 10.8 for the 
long range potential case. 
To allow for higher values of JL we adopt the following 
proceedure. 
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We assume a value {_ s u c n that ^ o r ^ 0 L the P n a s e shifts 
are negligible and, 
^ W = X j l C<r) 
We assume also that for JL^-L the contributions to the second 
term i n the f i n a l equation for ^ A ^ - a*"6 negligible so we 
preserve the sum to i n f i n i t y without introducing any error 
of importance. 
We rewrite the f i r s t term of (5) as, 
s J r x £ Ctt+.) S;«U ^ - * J L X < * ) \ 
*-R Jl.50 
+• £ c u * o ^ 
The second term here is the- aforementioned plane wave value of 
i.e. '/^  . Hence the above expression is simply, 
and so, 
* 4.-0 
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This equation was used for the approximation D where L was 
taken as 7. and for JL^ 2 we took ^ Cer") = a X x Le) 
and also ignored terms of i n the second term of the 
equation. 
We note here an important point with regard to the long 
range potential case. The distortion due to this is not 
allowed for explicitely i n the wave function used here as t r i a l 
function. The distortion is inherent i n the values ^(o^ from 
the elastic scattering problem and consequently i n the ^ A 
here. We argue that to keep consistency i n the two calcula-
tions i t is necessary to preserve the form of the t r i a l function 
$ through the elastic scattering calculation and the 
calculation for • A further improvement to the calcul-
ations as a whole would be to include correlation terms i n ty£ 
to allow for distortion, carrying these terms through into the 
used to calculate 
In a similar calculation of positron collisions i n helium, 
(Kraidy, 1967) a discussion i s presented of the inclusion of 
polarisation effects i n the t r i a l ^ * . The ? value i n 
that case however is nearer the experimental value when such 
effects are not included i n the form of ^ . 
Finally suppose we define a cross section perratom for the 
annihilation process by, 
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where +r is the relative velocity of the positronium and 
target atom. 
Then, 
We also have the competing process of elastic collisions 
i.e. 
At thermal energies we have jj"-w 7 x 10 cm/sec. Substituting 
for the other values shows that, i s always very small 
indeed so the probability of annihilation interfering with the 
elastic collision calculation is negligible which is a good 
argument for using the form of collision t r i a l wave function i n 
the annihilation problem. 
Further work is however required on the influence of 
correlation terms i n the t r i a l functions i n either calculation 
before one can be definite about any particular approximation. 
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Introduction 
In this chapter we present the numerical analysis and comput-
ational techniques used i n evaluating the various phase shifts 
and cross sections and the use of the scattering results i n 
evaluating ~i ^  . 
The Scattering analysis 
( i ) The Kernals 
The f u l l kernal i n the integro-differential equation i s , 
We require i J f * («ru^ynd (f t ^ v^over a suitable range of Q*, 
and cx . We have shown, 
and 
To evaluate ( f f , ,er rand l i ^ Crf, , then we require the values 
of the Cfj^Lc", r^) and the Mj.Cff, over a suitable net of 
CT and / • 
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We have given expressions for the C=r ^ ( tf^-r) , **riL^B**) 
^Cff.-r^ , 3jS;V(tf'l«') and V< ^  {.c) r) upon which the \\L C<r, 0 
depend. In these various expressions we have terms i n the denomin-
ators of the integrands of the form l^ -r j and l^fc-^J. In a 
numerical integration these may vanish and to avoid this 
d i f f i c u l t y we u t i l i s e a change i n variable. I t would of course 
be possible to expand the integrands i n terms of sums of products 
of Bessel functions but these would be slowly convergent and 
the coordinate transformation method is easier and quicker. 
Following (Fraser, 1961) we have p and defined by, 
P = CT 
and the variable changes for -1 ^ \ >^ 1 are, 
0 < e $ I : ^ - fA - S - ' 4 * 
1 4 P < Jl : 1 = kf - % - % 
o ~<y\\ : -~Y~ S - t i * 
As an example of the transformation consider the region o < f £ \ 
We have, 
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also, 
la 
and similarly, 
Substituting these values i n the expansion for the terms of 
form ^ j l ^-0", -r) w e have, 
The expressions for (o, r) and , r) are as 
the above but with substituted instead of jj^ 
An exactly similar process is carried out for the other 
three regions of the variable charge and corresponding express-
ions arrived at for the Gr^Ce,^ and 3^tc^r) , ^ J L ^ C T , r\ i n 
these regions. 
The problem then is to evaluate the terms above numerically 
over the variable ^ for a suitable net of cr and 4* and 
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then to integrate numerically over -r using these values, i n 
the expressions for iff5/05, 45) and L^ (.0f,«^ ) giving a net of kernals 
over <T( and fl\ . Simpson's rule was used to evaluate 
terms lik e Gr^ (.«•,<) and the trapezoidal rule for the f i n a l 
kernals. The sum i n Le, , 0\) from 4.' = 0 to 00 
was cut off after H = 10 which gave a re a l i s t i c computational 
time l i m i t for the evaluation of L ^  C 61 s <Tv) . 
The Simpson's rule interval was varied from to to 1^ 
and was accurate to four figures for a l l these intervals. The 
range of cr and - r was taken as 
CT : 0.1 to 5-4 i n intervals of 0.1 
-T : 0.1 to 9.6 i n intervals of 0.1 
The range was then extended to 10.8 for O" and 14.4 for -T . 
This gave no difference i n five figures so the f i r s t range was 
considered sufficiently accurate. 
Simpson's rule was then used instead of the trapezoidal 
rule for the -T integration-and-agreement -to four figures 
resulted. 
Consequently values of iff, ,<yv^  and (ff,,ff v)were 
obtained for j | . = 0, 1, 2 over a net of 
C, : 0.1 to 5.4 i n intervals of 0.1 
CTX : 0.1 to 5-4 i n intervals of 0.1 
accurate to four significant figures. They were found to be 
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symmetrical i n <r, and e5\ , a good indication of accuracy i n 
computation. The computing was done on the Newcastle University 
I.B.M. 36O/67 machine and, for each value of SL , the time taken 
was 2 mins. for the (ff, ,<rv)and 25 mins. for the L ^ i . ff, ,<j\.) . 
The kernals were then stored, for later use. 
( i i ) The Integro-differential Equation 
The equation to be solved i s , 
and i t is solved for the ^ ^  Cc ) • 
The static approximation has Vtf6w* O and with this i n mind 
we w i l l present the long range approximation only here. 
Define, 
"then, 
With the known boundary conditions on the we can 
transform this equation into an integral equation for "^JL(-C,<) 
We write now O" for G, and C ' for C x since we have 
the dummy variable c" to distinguish and, 
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Here ,ff') i s the Green's function for the transformation 
and, 
L J.V-4. 
Here, 
and the 3" functions here are the half integer spherical "Bessel 
functions. The asymptotic behaviour i s , 
* x , Lko) ~ ^ - 4 s ) 
Prom the tables of Bessel functions we can determine the values of 
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U-jL C k(y) and jtf^ Lk?) for the various iL values, 
ajL CK.<r) j j ^ t kg) 
1 = 0 : fc.o- k f f 
AL = 1 — r - <<ra — r — ^ /ler 
•fe.tr frfl" 
Using these we can determine the Green's function 
over a net of <r and cr' equivalent to that for the kernal 
t<r, ^ ffj*) We now use subscripts ) ^  for particular 
values of <f t cT' and cr" and write the integral 
equation as, 
= a; + f * M u i #; <- Z j ^ *h l - i* if* 
_where-the e<i-and yS* are numerical weighting coefficients. 
Rewrite as, 
a- -. ^ \ ' /»i M>i ° i " fii * i L i * U * 
and X is the number of values of ^ taken and §ij the delta 
function, 
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The set of simultaneous equations was solved for the ^ 
by a standard matrix^inversion technique for various energy 
values. In the static case i, j and k ranged over 1 to 54 
corresponding to <r varying from ( L I to 5.4 i n intervals of 0.1. 
In the long range potential approximation the range of <r 
was extended to 10.8 since the potential was expected to have 
an effect at the larger distance. For this range of C> 
was taken as zero for j or k greater than 54• In the static 
case extending the range over 5-4. had no effect on the resulting 
phase shifts and cross sections to five figures. In the long 
range potential approximation an extension of the range.over 
10.8 had no effect to four figures. The usual integral equation 
was used to calculate the phase shifts i.e., 
^ « - J. f*JL,' t^Uy) f*«" L^ C',.") 
K J o i o 
We rewrite this as, 
v - " i h /4; ^ ^ * * 
and using the ^  we obtain values for 4.^  for various energies. 
The values of i i t a t ^ ^ a n d 0*^  are derived directly from the 
values • 
The trapezoidal rulfe was used i n the various integrations 
which reduced the numerical integration weights to unity. The 
computing time was 10'mins. for a l l phase shifts calculated i n 
the static exchange approximation and 45 mins. for those i n the 
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long range potential approximation. 
The matrix inversion technique was tested for accuracy 
by using the seperable kernal, (Fraser, 1961), 
for which the cross sections and phase shifts can be computed 
analytically. The exact results for the cross section were 
reproduced within 10$ at the very lowest energies. The phase 
s h i f t errors were correspondingly less. As energy increases 
the errors lessen and cross sections are expected accurate to 
two figures and phase shifts to three. 
The analysis for 
We have •t*^ - expressed i n terms of the ^ - ^ L i r ) of the 
scattering problem, i.e., 
^ i t ' u 
and 
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We have shown the analytic evaluation of N/ L<j) .The values 
of 1^ ^  (. ff , <T') are found over a net of c and cr ' 
i n precisely the same way as the kernal t d »ff ^  ^  i n the 
scattering problem. 
The values of ^•aff- for various energies were then 
found by using the trapezoidal rule for the integrations involved. 
^ ^ values were found from the formula above for JL = 0 S 
approximation A; JL = 0 and 1, approximation B, and JL = 0, 
1 and 2 s approximation C. 
We also showed the approximation for «^ff- using the 
free-particle radial p a r t i a l waves ^ j . ^ ) . 
We assume for JL ^  L that the phase shifts are negligible 
and that s 
^ La-) = ^ La) 
then, 
The contributions to the second part of terms with JL ^ i 
are negligible for the energies we are considering. Consequently 
i f ^*ff- ^ e v a^- u e °f *ff- approximation C and i f 
is the approximation used here s 
^ . ^ • i i ^ j > 
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The values of U^Cir) have been given and the trapezoidal rule 
was used to give "t . 
In obtaining the values Q 3 «ff. the partial waves for JL^I 
were replaced by free particle waves whose use is judged to 
overestimate the contribution of A.^} \ i n the l i g h t of the 
solutions for L 4 1 
In the numerical integration for' the static exchange case 
the range of C was 0.1 to 5-4 and an interval of 0.1. In 
the long range potential case the range was 0.1 to 10.8 with 
an interval of 0.1. 
The computation took 5 mins.for a l l values of i n 
a l l the various approximations. 
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Introduction 
The results are presented for the static approximation and 
the long range potential approximation of the various cross 
sections, phase shifts and "2.-t^ . value. Comparisons of the 
two cases are drawn and a comparison with the results of other 
workers is given. Finally the conclusions and suggestions for 
further investigation are presented. 
The Scattering Results 
( i ) The Static Approximation 
In Table I I we show the phase shifts *v^ o t"\t >the p a r t i a l 
cross sections cS"0 t (J, t &x t the t o t a l cross section *V 
and the diffusion cross section 0" o for different values of -k 
the positronium momentum. 
Figure 7 is the graph of the various cross sections with 4^  , 
Figure 8 is the graph of the various phase shifts with -K. and 
Figure 9 is the graph of the - K j t ^ with 40" and Figure 10 the 
low energy l i m i t for l l j t ^ with. _4*.V. We define the s-wave 
scattering length , , by, 
The zero energy cross section is then, 
Also as Jv* O we have the effective range -T^ . given by, 
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Both a. and -f^ are calculated using the graph of figure 10. 
We find 
CK- = 1.806 
-Gk. = 1.002 
both i n units of ot, , a. being.positive i s indication of the 
repulsive nature of the interaction. 
From the graph of figure 8 we see that the phase shifts 
decrease reasonably rapidly with increasing 4- especially at 
the lower energy values. Since the phase shifts are negative, 
then the potential involved is wholly repulsive. We note that 
at thermal energies, i.e. h. ~ 0 ,°&the only important phase 
sh i f t is for .ft-= 0. 
TheJL= 0 importance is emphasised even more i n figure 7S 
for low energies contributing v i r t u a l l y a l l of the t o t a l elastic 
scattering cross section. 
The results can be compared with those of (Eraser, 196l). 
The results i n Eraser's paper are now known to be i n error and 
his recalculated results are known to us through a private 
communication. 
There are no important differences except i n an assumption 
of Eraser that the JL = 0 phase s h i f t has an attractive inter-
action operating during the collision. His phase s h i f t s , * / j o 
are equal to ours with a value of i r added. However his results 
are up to energy, « I • 0 only, so he w i l l not have observed 
83. 
the minimum obtained by our calculation, exhibited i n a l l the 
phase shi f t s , which indicates a repulsive interaction even for 
the JL = 0 case. The turning over of the -K c«rt ^  curves is 
also mentioned as this is also an effect above the i i s l - o l i m i t . 
The values given by Eraser for o_ and -O. are 
CJL = 1.882 
-O. = 0.940 
both i n units of a.0 . This is i n good agreement with our 
results. 
( i i ) The long range potential approximation 
Table I I I shows the corresponding values to Table I I for this 
new approximation. Figures 11, 12, 13 are the equivalent of 
figures 7, 8 and 9 i n this case. Figure 14 contains the low-
energy l i m i t of Aut^ with "h? for the long range potential 
case as did figure 10 for the static case. 
From figure 14 we find, 
OL = 2.055 
in- 'units of CL„ . -T«. i s also defined i n the case of owr long 
range potential^ (O'Malley et a l 1961). 
No comparison of the results can be made with those of other 
workers as this is the f i r s t of i t s kind i n this particular 
approximation. 
84. 
( i i i ) Comparison of the two approximations 
I t is evident from the two sets of graphs that the 
inclusions of the long range potential has very l i t t l e d i f f e r -
ence on the shape of the curves or the absolute magnitudes 
except at low energies. At thennal energies for instance the 
cross section is increased considerably due to a large increase 
A 
i n the k. = 0 p a r t i a l cross section and a slight increase i n that 
for A. = 1. At higher energies the various cross sections are 
slightly less than the static case. 
At thermal energies the long range potential is seen to 
increase the absolute value of the phase s h i f t ^ and to decrease 
i t at higher energies. This is seen i n the minimum of / v ) o 
particularly. The phase shifts and /vj^ are affected very 
l i t t l e by the new approximation. 
A similar influence is observed i n the graphs of -fleet"v^ 
with •H.* and a particularly interesting modification arises i n 
the low energy l i m i t of h.t**.'^ with ^ x . The modification is 
enough to change the scattering length from 1.806 to 2.055, an 
increase of "-14$. 
These important differences at low thermal energies are 
expected from the form of the potential which is long range and 
l i k e l y to be more effective at large separations of the c o l l i d -
ing centres, i.e. at low energies ..of impact. We note from the 
85. 
phase s h i f t curves that the effective potential acting between 
the colliding centres is s t i l l repulsive for a l l JL values. 
The inclusion of the long range potential does not 
apparently increase the importance of the higher JL value 
contributions to the various values displayed on the graphs. 
The Results for IJU^ 
The Table IV gives the results for the static approxima-
tion and the long range potential approximation i n the approxi-
mations A, B, C and D mentioned i n the previous chapter. The 
graphs of with V are i n figures 15 and 16 for the static 
and long range cases respectively. 
In both approximations is seen to be energy 
dependent and increases with energy except i n the 4.= 0 case 
for the long range potential approximation where a minimum 
occurs i n the low energy region. 
(Eraser and Kraidy, 1966) have comparable results but an 
error i n their paper has resulted i n a recalculation and their 
new results are very close to ours. 
The experimental results for i n this collision have 
evaluated at thermal energies i.e. for -h? — 0-ool6,Th e 
results for orthopositronium i n helium a re l i s t e d below. 
(Heymann et a l , 1961 - 0.135*0.068 
(Duff and Heyman, 1962) - 0.118*0.11 
(Roellig and Kelly, 1967) = 0.25*25$ 
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At thermal energies our values give, i n the D curves, 
Static Approximation = ° -°37 
Long Range Potential Approximation = 0.048 
These values are much lower than the experimental values but 
i t should be noted that inclusion of the long range potential 
has had a very important effect i n increasing • (Duff 
and Heymann, 1962) used helium gas at low densities but their 
results are questionable since the helium was deliberately 
contaminated by freon i n order to remove the free positron annih-
i l a t i o n component. The experiments of (Roellig and Kelly, 
1967) relate to the formation of 'bubbles' i n helium at high 
densities which are due to the repulsive exchange forces 
between the orthopositronium and helium atoms and their deri-
vation of -2;*^  i s quite indirect. 
I t i s of interest to know whether the value of ^-*ff- can 
be brought i n agreement with the experimental estimates by 
varying the strength of the long range potential. 
We have recalculated, for -fc * ©• 0 6 the values of c 0 
and * 3 : f (.i- o)t corresponding to a value of the long range 
potential multiplied by a constant factor fi . Table V shows 
the results of this. 
I t i s evident that the values of o*c and r * ^ (<r 0), are 
very sensitive indeed to variations i n the potential strength 
and i t i s obvious that the experimental value is obtainable 
87. 
for certain ranges of fi 
Conclusions 
The serious discrepency between the calculated values of l j 
and those inferred from experiment prompt further investigations 
of the problem. 
The static exchange wave function could be improved i n 
several ways. The simple variational wave-function here for 
the helium has proved to be quite effective i n determining 
phase shifts and cross sections for scattering processes i n 
helium, but i n the calculation of i t i s possible that a 
better form of helium wave function would lead to an improve-
ment i n result. More accurate helium wave functions have been 
proposed by (Green et a l , 195*0 and (Eckart, 1930). TheSe are 
respectively, U 
where at-- I -It-ffr m 
and, 
/3 -Ti 
where 
ft 
The parameters are determined variationally. 
R H* 
These lead respectively to ground state energies, fc 0 = r-713 
88. 
and -5.571. These are comparable to the experimental value of 
C j - = -5.808. 
Inclusion of either of these functions into the analysis 
would be straightforward but extremely lengthy. The second 
open shell function would be more tractable than the f i r s t 
but even so the labour involved would be considerable. 
We must consider the fact that i n the annihilation of the 
orthopositronium a positron and an electron of the correct spin 
are at the same position i n space. This would suggest that 
correlation terms i n the t r i a l wave-function that depend explici-
tely on the coordinate joining the positron to a target electron 
are important. 
Because of the great sensitivity of the ^-ftfj. value to 
the strength of the long range potential i t is possible that a 
more accurate evaluation ofthe potential would lead to an improv-
ement i n the result. This i s possible by using a better form of 
helium wave function i n the variational treatment or by including 
more variational parameters. We suggest however that this w i l l 
only have a small effect and that the major improvement l i e s i n 
the kernal evaluation of the main problem. 
Finally, the work of (Khare et a l , 1964) indicates the 
possibility of a bound state of a positron with a helium atom 
with a binding energy of —0.55 ev. I f this i s i n fact 
physically possible then an improvement i n the calculation would 
89. 
be to allow for v i r t u a l formation of the bound state i n the 
t r i a l wave function. Inclusion of this effect would allow 
for more penetration of the atom by the positron and since 
depends on the square of the wave function i n the atomic 
region we would expect an improvement i n the result. 
The importance of the effect of a vir t u a l bound state 
was shown i n the scattering of positrons by helium atoms, 
(Bransden, 1962). The various cross sections and phase 
shifts were considerably changed by inclusion of v i r t u a l posi-
tronium formation i n the t r i a l wave function. 
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STATIC EXCHANGE Zeff. 
p 
FIGURE 16 
RANGE POTENTIAL APPROX. 
Zoff. 
n 
TABLE V 
Variation i n partial cross section and AZ e f f for 6.= 0, k = 0.06, 
with strength of the long range potential. 
/a 
0 40.08 0.035 
0.2 47-30 0.075 
0.35 49.01 0.077 
0.5 13.79 0.107 
0.8 2.99 0.218 
0.9 15.02 0.111 
0.95 63.35 0.021 
1.0 52.23 0.045 
1-.05 6.02 0.084 
1.25 9-65 0.017 
1.3 0.07 0.168 
1.4 0.22 0.242 
2-3 0.003 0.381 
3.0 0.17 0.375 
4.0 0.10 O.366 
6.0 15.77 0.610 
0~_ is i n a units 
0 o 
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Introduction 
Since the early work of (Deutsch, 1953) the possibility 
of positronium compounds has been postulated to explain anom-
alous rates i n the study of quenching effects i n gases. Also 
(Paul and St. Pierre, 1963) and (Green and Tao, 1963) inter-
preted their experimental results to show that compounds were 
formed between positrons which had failed to form positronium, 
and various gas atoms. In argon gas, to which small amounts 
of methane, ethane, propane, n-butane, isobutane or carbon 
tetrachloride had been added, the annihilation rates of positrons 
were found to be 3 to 700 times as fast as those predicted 
for free positrons. I t was supposed that this was due to the 
positrons being i n a region of higher electron density, i.e. 
bound to the gaseous atoms i n forms l i k e A * C OL^ for example. 
As gas pressure was increased the lifetime of the free posi-
trons decreased,as would be expected i f compound formation was 
taking place. Discussions of positronium compound—formation i n 
the gaseous state are given by (Gittelman and Deutsch, 1956, 
1958), (Gittleman, 1957, 1958) and Heymann, 1961). 
The theoretical aspects of the problem were inaugerated 
by the work of (Hylleraas, 19^7) and (Hylleraas and Ore, 19^7), 
who investigated the s t a b i l i t y of the system positronium plus 
electron or positronium plus positron and also the positronium 
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molecule. These systems were found to be stable with binding 
energies i n the 0.1 - 0.2 ev range. 
(Ore, 1948) then investigated the possibility of the 
positron-hydrogen atom binding from a rough variational 
approach. The idea was to calculate the lower l i m i t for the 
mass of a li g h t positive particle which could replace a hydro-
gen nucleus i n a molecule. Obviously tills replacement i n the 
hydrogen molecule i t s e l f would leave us with the positron-
hydrogen atom system i f the mass were the positron mass. 
Because of the general inaccuracy of the method the conclusion 
reached was indesisive for the positron-hydrogen case, but 
indications were present that other negative atomic ions could 
have a positive positron a f f i n i t y . 
The system positron-hydrogen atom, e+H is the simplest of 
i t s kind and can be regarded as a positron coupled to a 
hydrogen atom or a positronium atom coupled to a proton. Two 
factors determine the s t a b i l i t y of e+H 
(1) I t should be stable against dissociation into fragments 
i.e. e + H —> e + + H 
+ + - + or, e H — f e e + H 
The energy of the i n i t i a l system must be lower than the frag-
mented system. The f i r s t mentioned above would be more favour-
able energetically and is the crucial reaction therefore. 
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(2) Thermal collisions at room temperature and atmospheric 
pressure occur with mean energy ~ 0.02 ev at a rate of ~ 
10"^ sec 1 so the compound must have energy of at' least—0.05 ev 
below that of the fragments for i t to be found i n a significant 
amount under the conditions specified above. 
I f the wave function of the positron-atom system is J* 
and the energy £ with t o t a l Hamitonian H, then a variational 
solution for the system is given by, 
B ~- [ H $ It 
and where % p s. o 
I f i s the Hamiltonian of the system with the positron removed 
and i t s energy i n the ground state, we write, 
H - H A * H 8 
and s t a b i l i t y of the compound exists i f , 
£ - e , < o 
.Evidently, 
H j ^ < o 
which means physically that when a t r i a l function i s used i n 
the variational calculation, s t a b i l i t y w i l l only be achieved 
i f the energy of attraction of the positron by the electron 
exceeds the kinetic energy of the positron and the repulsive 
energy of the nucleus. 
I f also for simplicity the t r i a l function is taken as 
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angular independent the s t a b i l i t y conditions reduce to 
/A . < 1 
where n is the number of electrons and Z the nuclear charge. 
Hie above arguments due to (Ore, 1952) demonstrate that for 
systems with u = fc, i n particular the positron-hydrogen, 
positron helium systems,, the simple variational treatment w i l l 
not be adequate. 
Because of this earlier calculations were performed on 
the binding of positron-hydride, e + H~, by (Ore, 1952) which 
was found to be stable under three approximations with binding 
energy of »— 0«1 ev. 
The extension to positron-chloride was done by (Simons, 
1948, 1949, 1953) and was found to be stable at —1.6 ev. 
More refined calculations have been performed concerned with 
lifetimes and angular correlations i n helium and molecular 
hydrogen vdth moderate success, (Lee Chang, 1957)» (Basina et a l , 
1958), (Toptykin, 1962). 
The work~of_("Khare_et _al", 1964) predicts a bound state 
of the positron-helium atom system with binding energy of 0.55 ev 
and they point out that since the bound state i s formed i n 
helium; with i t s characteristic and strong r i g i d i t y the least 
l i k e l y atom for bonding; then i t is probable that bound states 
are possible with any atom or molecule. 
In the case of the e+H problem, variational methods due 
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to (Inokuti, et a l , 1960), (Baker and Handler, 1963) and 
(Praser et a l , 1964) show no bound state to exist. By varying 
the positron mass however i t was found that a bound state would 
become possible for a mass of 2.635 times the electron mass. 
Very recently, (Bransden and Jundi, 1967) a calculation 
was done of the cross section for positronium formation by 
positron impact on hydrogen i n the two-state approxiiriation 
taking into account the polarization of the hydrogen and 
positronium atoms i n each channel. I t was found that the 
polarization forces dominated the cross section near the 
positronium formation threshold and evidence showed the prob-
able existence of a positronium proton, (e +e )H +, v i r t u a l 
bound state giving rise to a resonance i n the elastic scattering 
of positrons on hydrogen atoms just below the formation thres-
hold. This evidence together with a new projection operator 
technique for the resonant bound states, prompted a further 
investigation of the positron-hydrogen atom binding problem. 
We shall f i r s t discuss the method of projection operators and 
then outline the variational solution for the positron-hydrogen 
atom case. 
The Projection Operator Method 
I f we have Hilbert space £ and a subspace of this \ with 
complementary subspace £ then any Teat vector I u.^  possesses 
a projection i n \ 4 I U> p ^  and a projection i n £ I , 
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which are uniquely defined and where, 
The correspondence is thus linear and the linear operator, p, 
defined by, 
p K > =1 
is called the projection operator or projector cn ^ . 
Evidently, 
K > = p. p K > , p i ».,-) 
and obviously, 
Consequently, 
P l = P CO 
Any Hermitian operator satisfying this equation is a projector. 
P i s linear, Hermitian and an observable with two eigenvalues 
of 0 and 1. The eigenvalue 0 has subspace ^ and eigenvalue 
1 has subspace \ . Suppose p i s an eigenvalue of P i.e. 
Because of equality (1), 1 
o = ? ^ | ^ > = C p l - p ) K > 
Since | ^  does not vanish, 
P v - P = O 
Hence, the eigenvalues are 0 or 1 only. 
P is seen to be an observable since any vector I can be put 
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i n the form of a sum of eigenvectors o f ? , i-e-
K > « ?|H> + (,-?) \*> ( 2 ) 
Now since, 
then T U ) i s an eigenvector of P belonging to eigenvalue I . 
On the other hand, 
S o ( l - T ) Iw.^ is an eigenvector of f belonging to eigen-
value 0. 
In equation (2) since, 
then evidently, 
l e t , Q = |- f , —| U-P">- I 
then, 
and Q is the projector on the complementary subspace £ . 
Finally then we have two projectors "P and Q related by, 
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where, 
? 2 s ? 
<tf - Q 
which project any vector into i t s subspace and complementary 
subspace respectively i.e. they project out orthogonal parts 
of Hilbert space. I t i s obvious also that, 
? Q = QT =0 
Now (Feshbach, 1958, 1962) applied these projectors to the 
study of nuclear reactions. The idea was to apply a projection 
operator to the wave function of the system which would project 
out the open channel configurations. Thence i t was possible 
to partition the t o t a l wave function into closed and open 
channel segments and to obtain a Shrodinger equation for the 
open channel part by eliminating the closed channels. The 
projection operator which selects the open channels was not 
unique since i t was possible to define open channels only i n 
terms of the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function when the 
reaction products were far apart. This gave great f l e x i b i l i t y 
to the method since one could choose that projector most 
convenient for the problem under investigation. 
The formation was extended to atomic scattering by 
(Hahn et a l , 1962) where they defined an operator f which 
projects onto the ground state of the target and a complementary 
projector Q projecting on a l l the excited states of the target 
including the continuum states. In this case then *P Q is 
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again the unit operator since the sum projects on a l l possible 
states. 
I f the Schrodinger equation for the system i s , 
then we operate with T and Q a |r*"P on this .equation to obtain 
the coupled equations, (Feshbach, 1962), 
Considering the case of an isolated resonance, then when the 
compound state has a long lifetime, the probability of a part-
icl e re-entering an open channel i s very small. To a f i r s t 
approximation the wave function describing the coirpqaosl state i s 
a bound state solution of the homogeneous form of (3) i.e., 
—tr-Et a j - H - ^ - f ^ 
£^ i s not the exact compound state wave function since 
i t has an i n f i n i t e lifetime due to dropping the right hand side 
of (3)» which allows the decay from Q <$ to f 9 but we 
assume the approximation to be close and that is here a reas-
onable quess at the resonant energy. 
Justification for this approximation is given by the work 
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of (O'Malley and Geltman, 1965) and (Bhatia et a l , 1967) who 
estimate the energy difference and find i t very small i n the 
case of two-electron systems. 
The Variational Calculation 
The problem is to evaluate the eigenvalues of the equation, 
for the po3itron=hydrogen atom system Where i n atomic units, 
where the coordinates are illustrated i n figure 17. 
The method adopted_is_to_assume_a_trial-function-for-Q-<g-^ 
and perform a Rayleigh-Ritz type of calculation. We multiply 
-Ti 
i l 
FIGURE 17 
the eigenvalue equation by and inte-
grate, giving, 
Due to the Hermitian nature of Q and Q H then, 
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Whereas we had i n t i a l l y an eigenvalue equation with effective 
Hamitonian QHQ and eigenfunctions $A we now have an equation 
with the usual Hamiltonian H and t r i a l functions Q ^ . The 
two standard cheLce of coordinates i n the evaluation of the 
integrals invloved is , r ^ r 2 and o r» r 2 3 1 1 ( 1 where & 
is the angle between r 1 and r 2 , where we assume that the t r i a l 
function i s a function of one set of the three coordinates 
mentioned. We choose the set r^, r 2 and 8 since i t i s easier 
to choose Gl $ R tthe t r i a l wave function, to be orthogonal to 
the hydrogenic ground state as required by the form of the 
projectors and also i t makes i t easier to generalize to. higher 
p a r t i a l waves. The Hamiltonian i n the coordinates choosen 
reduces to the form, (Hahn and Spruch, 1965), 
where, 
, J — i _ 0 k_ L = ^ © *© ire 
The functional, T» i s now set up, namely, 
and the t r i a l function for Q substituted. 
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On the basis of t r i a l functions used i n the corresponding two 
electron problem by (O'Malley and Geltman, 1965) and i n the phase-
sh i f t calculation of (Hahn, and Spruch, 1965), we assume the form, 
* _ 1 
where the ft^and C ^ ^ a r e constants and U.lft0 (•«•,) is the I s 
hydrogenic function and is included explicitely as i t is one of 
the lowest hydrogenic states containable i n the t r i a l function 
and so i s l i k e l y to contribute to the energy i n a substantial 
manner. This function is normlifled as, 
so i n fact, 
and this satisfies, 
We substitute the t r i a l function i n the functional equation and 
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using the equations for Idea and the properties of the 
Legendre polynomials we evaluate a l l the integrals. This is 
outlined i n Appendix C. 
Finally as seen i n the Appendix C we arrive at, 
the summations ranging over a l l the variables i n the terms 
following them. 
I f we now order the terms with respect to one sub-
script where, 
and here L, N, M are the maximum values used by each summation 
over in and m. 
This means, 
We also see that, 
So that the B^are included i n the t o t a l of the C^ . Obviously 
%, ranges from 1 to MLN + LN + N. 
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The condition of the Rayleigh-Ritz method i s that, 
b e -
Performing this differentiation we arrive at a set of simultan-
eous equations which are solved by the determinant of the 
coefficients of the terms Cj being equated to zero, i.e. 
OPT ( U - VL) - O 
where the matrix elements of the £ ^ and *Y\ are the coefficients 
of the various C; C j i n the expression for X. This determinant 
is i n this problem asymmetrical and i t s solution for the lowest 
eigenvalue of is discussed i n the next chapter where the 
computational techniques used are explained. 
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Introduction 
In this chapter we present the numerical and computat-
ional techniques for solving the secular equation, 
X>er ( H - f» T O - o 
for the lowest eigenvalue of E^ . 
We then present the results and a discussion with regard 
to the recent work of other workers. 
Numerical and Computational Techniques 
A programme was written to evaluate the matrix elements of n 
and for any value of jx , \ and L, M or N. This necessitated 
subprogramming for factorials and the required Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients. The accuracy of the programme was tested by 
setting j*. and V equal to unity and evaluating for small L, M 
and N analytically and checking with t he results of the prog-
ramme. 
With ya. and \ equal to unity again the determinant 
could be solved analytically i n the 3 x 3 form, with L, M and 
N unity and the three values of obtained. We expect the 
lowest to be the most l i k e l y candidate for any physical bound 
state. The 3 x 3 matrix elements indicate a value of E^ ~ -2.0. 
Prom the electron-hydrogen atom problem we expect a lowest 
value of E^ i n the region -035. 
Using the value "* -2.0 as a starting value a zero-
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-finding programme was written based on Newton's method for the 
roots of a polynomial which is i n this case the expanded determ-
inant . 
This programme was tested with known determinants and with the 
small values o'f L, M, N equal to unity and gave exact agreement 
under about ten interations of the searching technique. 
The proceedure was to set = -2.0 and the zero-finding 
programme would work from this i n i t i a l guess to the nearest zero. 
I t was found that the minimum value of E^ was most sensitive 
to changes i n L as would be expected, so for each L value t r i e d 
and )\ were nrinimised independently. 
First X was set equal to unity, L, M and N fixed at some low 
value each and the minimum of found for a range of J*>. This 
proceedure pinpointed}K-***the value of /A. giving the smallest 
value of E^ . 
yLA. was taken then fixed at^-*^, and V* varied to give >w» 
Fixing JJ^ and X at /X and V the values of M and N 
were-increased-to gradual-Iy—^larger- values -and with-M- =-N-or-M-£ N-
to indicate the variation of the lowest E^ value with M and N. 
Th^whole proceedure could then be repeated with a different 
value of L. 
Even for quite large sizes of the determinant the zero could 
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be pinpointed due to the sudden sign change i n the value of the 
detenninant as was varied through the zero by the Newton's 
searching programme. 
Results and Discussion 
The different values of L used were L = 1, 2 and. 3. For L = 1 
M = 1, N = 1 the value of minimum Ep was given by 
/ X ^ =1.015 
. = 0.850 
Consequently, ET« . s +1.6292 i n this approximation. For L = 2, 
M = 1, N = 1, 
= 1.665 
= 0.885 
B™1 = +1-2184. 
The increase i n L from 1 to 2 had-decreased E- . . and we could 
safely assume a successive (Increase with increasing L. 
In fact for L = 3, M = 1, N = 1, 
^^.,-=-.2.. 701 . _ _ 
V 1 f f r n = 1.000 
and Eft j l t J^ = +0.9517s a further decrease as assumed. Since 
(O'Malley and Geltman, 1965) had choosen L = 2 i n their eval-
uation of the electron-hydrogen-atom problem we decided to t r y 
this value f i r s t to see the comparison i n the present positron-
hydrogen atom case. 
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The various values t r i e d for M and N are indicated below 
and the size of the determinant (n x n) resulting. 
L M N (n x n) 
2 1 1 (5 x 5) +1.2184 
2 2 2 (14,14) +0.5857 
2 1 3 (15,15) tO.6076 
2 2 3 (21,21) +0.6023 
2 3 3 (27,27) +O.5828 
2 4 4 (44,44) +0.5820 
Using values of M i N gives an unequal preference to various 
powers of r-^ and i n the t r i a l fucntion so we expect the values 
of M = N to give the best approximation to E ^ ^ . The convergence 
for these values is quite reasonable and i n this approximation 
i.e. up to terms i n j£= 2 we can say — +O.58. 
This indicated/%^ p£a;l system of energy Es where, 
This i s t o ' c o t e p a i r e l : ; i t B the values "giv^.-n..; for the electron 
-hydrogen atom case (O'Malley and Geltman, 1965)vas would be 
expected from the sign of the charge on the different particles, 
the positron ':.dg':'^ less t i g h t l y bound than the electron. We now 
continued the approximation to values with L = 3* With the same 
values of A^and K ^ t h e value of IL r . for L = 3, M = 1, N = 1 
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(/i\. x.wO) Ojf') -^a-s 1 obviously too large a variation, so a. 
and were redetermined for the new value of L. The results 
with L = 3 are given below, 
— M N Oral! ^Rmin 
3 1 1 (7,7) +0.9517 
3 2 2 (20,20) +0.5205 
3 3 3 (39,39) +0.5190 
This indicates, ERmin^ +0.52 and the total energy of the system 
i s , taking account of the hydrogen 2s state energy of -0.25, 
Eg +0.27 = 3-67 ev 
Now the positronium formation threshold is at energy 0.25 and so the 
positron-hydrogen atom system is unbound with energy +0.02 = 0.27 ev 
above the positronium formation threshold. Very recently (Drachman, 
1968) has considered the problem of a resonance i n positron-^ 
hydrogen scattering in which he uses a t r i a l wave function containing 
the positronium atom wave function explicitly and a function allowing 
for adiabatic distortion of the positronium atom. - - ~~ ~ 
Using this in a non-variational adiabatic calculation he finds 
a resonance at 0.1 ev below the positronium formation threshold. 
He then extends his method to include non-adiabatic terms by 
a variational calculation and this acts i n such a way as to elimin-
ate the possibility of a resonance and bringing both our conclusions 
into agreement. 
- - - "A P-P E N D I ' X A 
THE VARIATIONAL CALCULATION AND THE KERNAL 
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The variational proceedure is performed on the equation 
i t = 1 J i f i -jlU) i 
T 
i 
[ * -E"^ [ > (.^ f [(>,) ^  ( f j .<-•>) - ^ J ^ (p.) ^ U , ^ ] 
Because of the symmetry of the various terms we can change the 
coordinates i n the last term such that, 
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We remember that the coordinates i n H i n the last term must 
be cyclically inter-changed too of course. 
Writing, 
Ihe Hamiltonian becomes, 
We know also that, 
and also, 
We also know, (Massey and Mohr, 195*0* that i n f i r s t approx-
imation there is no direct interaction between the positronium 
and Heliulnatom, i.e., 
\ <fo Ara JLTji f (ft) * * t ' i 'O ^ £ /ft) *c(*A -ft) * 0 
By expressing V i n terms of eft and this i s evident from 
symmetry considerations. 
We also need to know the effect of operating on i (<>.<>) 
with and X}± , this i s easily seen to be, 
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Evidently then, using the above formulae, and the assumption 
that t 0 V*. , 
and similarly with the other terms i n (1), so, 
Sjx \ l*j Ifr JLfs c U <) * <rAU) f (M V t e . r ^ ) 
* to .tf U « [ - i v - 4 t l + ^  + ^ *h 
With the appropriate coordinate changes i n V i n the last term. 
Consider now, 
where we use = 0 to simplify the algebra. The generalisation 
to any k. w i l l be obvious. 
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By using Green's theorem, 
t> - Inr C H A ) 11 tie) + U [ f.U) f ^fc^() 
dcT| do i 
But, T ; **• J o 
and, 
Substitution i n the equation for D gives, 
Generally then, 
- A-tt h S *.* 
Using this i n (2), we arrive at 
i [ff«~ - ' " " J a?, s ^ M 
+ 4 < * 0 ( M y (p.) (* .o) .f») R V - f e 
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We now change the coordinate space from ( t r ^ , to 
^•0. >^ i *jf ^ e Jacobian for this transformation 
being 4^ . Because of the asymptotic nature of -fulfil.) and 
consequently jJjJjS^) Green's theorem shows that, 
\ «Uj XSx Jlfj ^ u^)4 IM 4 , 1 * . «> W 
L ' i V ^ "\ =: {Jlffj Jiff! <lr f JLtj ATji.Uv) 
and similarly for the term containing the operator -^r 
This gives, 
and, 
or,in the new coordinates, 
LUj.c,). 4*1"**** i l V i t V,,1 * V)"* 1^, "" " 
l l f f j - ^ l l ^ - Q l IC'-Ol 
_ C ^ - O 4 _ J t — !t - J± ) 
^ t U<Tv - * | 
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We now require, 
This i s easiest done by expressing the various coordinates 
i n their Cartesian components, on evaluation we find, 
- - 1 - - ^ ) 
A similar formula results with the operator on the 
corresponding wave functions. 
So, _ - - - - - -
u ^ - x a j«5i-^\ x i K a ^ J 
This expression is now integrated over**,. We find straight-
forwardly that, dropping the subscript on i * : , : 
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-r la.-**! L -r 
+• 4 -ft. 4- L JL 4>u--«-
U c j 
which i s the required kemal for the integro-differential 
equation. 
- A P -P E N"D I X" B. 
THE FUNCTIONAL I . 
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The functional 1^. i s reduced i n appendix A to, 
r* a f jiff, J U JLfi ^ ( / ^ o ) 
i } 
Proceeding through the derivation of S i t i n appendix A we 
see that a similar process w i l l yield for 1^., 
I t = \ U la «U dr. [ ^ U) fx(p,) t H A , ^ ) 
[ - i V - i ^ ] - £ 1 ^ «U JLfj JLx* j J i i k ) 
-We-now-assune' th^t^ttie values >^C<r) satisfy the integro-
d i f f e r e n t i a l equation, 
Substituting back i n the above we get, for the f i r s t term i n 
the expression for £4/3» 
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I f we now substitute the expression for L^ CTi , the f u l l 
equation becomes, 
— , ~ 1 - ^ J L ^ O ^ J L ^ T J ) cic, <Lcx cLrj» cJU» [ C--Q 
-r, 
•n* ^ip -flp Ap •*> 
- ( V i ) _ cv-<o - 1, 
Substitution of V leads to, 
+ 
E* = ( -o^ ( c i ) ^ x . J) ^<ij ttci <Lrf c U [" I Vtf-,1 
I I - i ^  k ) Aft k) dc, A, *et-±±3*r-
__}:_£ 
" J.— + _ J - 0 ^ - 0 - j*. v V - U " 
. lltn-ftl U f f j . r i | j ^ ^ j 
The antisymmetry i n tf" of the square bracketed expression leads 
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to the disappearance of the integral so we can f i n a l l y say, 
i f -O^Cff) satisfies the integro-differential equation 
defined earlier, then 
which i s what we wished to demonstrate. 
A P P E.N D L I X - G 
EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS I N THE 
POSITRON-HYDROGEN ATOM PROBLEM 
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The functional I i n Chapter 7 is written as, 
We have the expression for Q $ft and we write, 
where Sj is the summation with coefficients and the 
summation with coefficients C j ^ ^ . 
Substituting back, 
I ( dr, cU A t ^_e) ( S, S_0 *X 
Cs.* SO W ^ - ^ \ -± \ S, + 
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The last term comes from the use of the equation satisfied by 
M. too (.-*"•) presented i n chapter 7-
In evaluating the integrals i t is useful to observe that 
since the function PA Lt& &) i s proportional to the spherical 
harmonic and that. 
then clearly, 
We now present a l i s t i n g of the various integrals required. 
Let, 
I , -. [ Jit C4,*S0 ^ ( 5.t5.) 
r 4 .- I J.< (.%,+ sx) [-1 s ( 
r, -- J Jt-* Cs,*so C- i ) s. 
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These integrals are straightforward but tedious to evaluate 
and result i n summations over the various integers involved. 
We use one summation sign to indicate summation over the t o t a l 
number of integers for brevity. 
1, = ^ t C D ^ ^ * I 0A^* W 
2Ji> i (J/0"* *4JL * 
I 
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KU< ^^y^»«*'*<*i 
125-
Consider now, 
06 
r t , - ! J L - ^ (S.MJ* AS,S L) I -<\ RcUe) 
where we have used the expansion of -4 i n terms of 
"Ml. 
Legendre polynomials and -T< , 4"> are the smaller and greater 
of r^ and respectively. 
Let, 
We must note now the important point that because of the form 
n _ 
of St , i n particular" the" squaire_of O r ^ ^ r ) ,-we-mtist-tave-
r2 ^ r l t o a v o ^ a singularity i n the integral. This i s , 
from the physical point of view, assuming that the positron 
favours that region of space where i t is further from the nucleus 
than the electron, a reasonable assumption considering the 
various changes involved. With this i n mind, 
126. 
Let, 
-  -1J d-* s, sx Z l i P^ Ue) 
Because of the relative complexity of the result we write, 
A = + ? Cm 
whence, 
T 4 B = -71 I B . C ^ - . J — . ( A ( f r - i ) \ 
The summation over fe. arises from the integration over r ^ from 
0 to some arbitrary value of r 2 , and then integrating r 2 over 
the interval 0 to 00. The incongruous J% arises from the norm-
alisation coefficient of ^v«o fe%)m 
Let, 
0 0 S i " 
127. 
We are confronted here with a term of the form, 
J _ , <JtU» ©) P^C<o©) Pt, (un e) Pr, t e) 
This i s evaluated i n (Brink and Satchler, 1962) and i t i s 
equivalent to, 
where the ^  is the Clebsh-Gordan coefficient and i n fact, 
(Rose, 1957), 
Non-vanishing values of "@ occur from L '' +X/ f JL 
even only. 
l i l s o , Jt-"—i-A'-JtJ. 
and, 
Define, 
^\ 4 ^  1 + 1 JL +• 1JL' r T 
. t i a 1 1 ) ! 
128. 
Then, 
r k c - - i 2 c u , c..„.„. "6 1 C A V A ; , . ) . v. 
*• l3LV)«-*" A«o i l l i t * * , * . } J 
and the summation over 4." i s from 0 to JL'+JL • 
Evidently, 
r = ^ i i (* • i , i »• °() 
and i s of the form, 
r 1 iL' , U * ^ c x — Cjl'~'^' 
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